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PREFACE 

It might be in order to preface th:i!!!J discussion with a 

word in apology of its purported scope -~ i.e., in apolo~f of 

the bibliography: 

Except for the compilation of the bibliog-.caphy and a 

fevrminor alterations made this year, this paper was written in 

August ond September, 1970, as a drastically revised and shor-

tened version of the initial drafl~ written earlier that summer. 

In the rather long interval betl,'Teen the writing of the text 

and the compilation of the bibliography as it now stands, how-

ever, a number of works have come to our attention as being 

sufficiently relevant to be included in the bibliography --

notably a number of works on the 11'phi10sophica1:i.mplicationsl1 

of quantum theory (which, to some extent, had initially sug-

gested the central thesis to be given here) and Donald McKa.yts 

. . 

At the same time ~ we hav~ tried. t,O list all the major vlOrks 

consulted, or mentioned only in the initial draft, but not 

cited in the present text. 

Hopefully, this might help e~~lain the presence of a 

suspiciously lengthy bibliography that seems to belie the 

scope of this meagre text o 
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Thanks go to Dr. A. Shalom, Dr. C. Georgiadis, and to 

Dr. E. Simpson, for their comments on this essay. Though "le 

have still not been able to meet all their criticisms, they 

have chosen to be very lenient wi't;;h the final draft. 

,+-"p.ar..:.ks, $.lqo go to all those who have at some stage 
, . ,," ".' 

generously loaned the use of their typewriters, and particularly 

to Mrs. B. Cre\vs, the departmental secretary, who has offered 
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read the final typescript, in spite of his. acquaintance with. 

the present writer's deplorable attempts earlier on to produce 

legible copies of the thesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This is an attempt to re-analyse the freewill-determinism 

loped in the course of our enquiry: 

a) the distinction between the language-ai-agency and 

and the language-of-observation, 

which will then lead us to a formt11ation of 

b) 1\ -language. 

The latter concept fDrms the nucleus of this dis-

cUssion, in spite of the fact that i-I; is not explicitly dis-
" ' 

cussed until the final chapter. \'lhat precedes may be seen as 

pointing to this concept as a possible me~~s of solving the 

problems introduced earl.ier on in: this enquiry. 

Briefly, then, our position is to be as follows: 

Instead of being so related that the negation of the 

one entails the affirmation of the other, the respective tenets 

of voluntarism and determinism are to be seen as consequences 

of tv/O alternative* iI-ames of referencee Accordingly, an 

event regarded as free from vlithin one frame of reference may 
.. ~ , 

bt, regarded as determined from another: nor would it do to say 

that one frame of reference is IIvalid" whilst the other is not" 

~'Jhether an Ilindividual ll ** takes a given e-vent to be 

f~ee would, in turn, be geared to the limits of his potential 
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. to communicate and to observe.*** 

The :present thesis is to be distinguished from the 

position that both voluntarism and determinism are to some -- --- --
extent tenable -- a position which we shall try to argue is 

inconsistent,. 

In prospect, this discussion is to cover the follo1'Iing 

groll.."lds : . 

In the opening chapter, '~,e shall be tracing some of 

the key-problems resulting from the presumption that voluntarism 

and determinism are so related that the negation of either 

tenet would involve the affirmation of the other. We shall. 

also be cu'1alysing some of the difficulties intrinsic to the 

tenet of "hard", or Laplacean, determinism. The chapter will 

close upon a look at so-called "soft"-determinism t which, we 

.shall contend, constitutes an incl-'nsistent attempt to forge 

a synthesis between the voluntaristic standpoint and the lfhard"-

deterministic one. 

The second chapter w'ill be geared to an exposj.tion of 

the agency-observation distinction, and this .. Iill lead us, 

towards the end of the·· chapter, to tl'Y to probe the problem 

of 1I0thers' Actions ". The latter problem \'T:tll be taken up 

again in the final chapter, where more resources will be intro-

duced for tackling it. 

FinaJ~ly, we shall try to relate the issue of determ:i.nism, 

or determinacy, to the factor of observation-~-cora..mu..-rlicat:i.on 



potential. Here, we shall be su~gesting that some of the prob

lems discUSsed in the initial chapter might be consequent upon 
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presuming observation~~- communication potential to be inde

pendent of the judge-speaker. This ~lill take us into a brief 

analysis of the c~:mcept of intelligence, which, we shall try 

to indicate, is an inconsistent one as it stands; we shall then 

l:>e led to- formuiate the concept of A-language as a means of 

finding, an e~::it from .the inconsistencies involved in the ap-

proaches examined in the earlier sections, 

>11<: We are usingtthe ~lord ~ sensu -- viz" so as not 

to preclude the possi~ility of more than two "alternatives". 

(0 * : The terminology here is merely provisional: vIe do not 

wish to become involved at this stage in the problem of 

lIindividuals ll or "persons". 

* **: No dichotomy is intended here behreen 'comnnmication f 

and tobservation': but see Chapter II!, infra, pass~. 



1. 

CHAPrER I 

PROBLEMS WITH THE "EITHER··OR" 

'ASSUMP.r. ION 

Prosnectus . * 

The logical relation between determinism and voluntarism, 

has often been regarded as being such that, if either position 

did. not hold, then the other must -- as a logical consequence, 

-- be justified. Such a polarity seems to lead to a number of 

in1consistencies, hO'v'lever; in t.he present chapter, we shall be 

probing into the main ones. 

A word in advance on our use of the two key-terms here: 

By • determinism , t we refer throughout to what is c:llled 

fihard"-determinism by those who wish to maintain that· there is 

anlother variant of determinism, viz. t "softff- determinismo The 

sort of tenet referred to by· the latter epithet "Till be dis-

1 cussed in due course. Meam'lhile, by 'determinism i, we under-

stand only the tenet that all 'events are in princriple 

predictable -- with no specification Ear se as to the extent to 

which freedom may be said to co-exist w.ith it. 

vIe do not propose to define the terms 'freedom' or 

l~freev.rill' at this early stage, if' only because their normal 

usage tends to be, extremeJ_y ambiguous. '1. This much, neverthe-

less, we are prepared to assume: 

4 
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a) The ii;enet· of "freewill" il6 not ;erima facie to be inter-

preted as being incompatible with that of determinism. 

b) That, if it does not accord with any of the normal 

applications of the term tfree~~ll' to interpret the volun

taristic tenet as being entailed ~by the negation of the determi

nistic position, then the "either·-or" relation betv-Teen the 

two may be rejected •. 

The main argument of this chapter consists of a 

reductio ad absu~dum of the relation in question: We shall 

start by trying to shO\v that dete:rminism, in the "hard", or 

. Laplacean. sense, involves anm in(~onsistency. If this is so, 

and if, at the same time, the "either-or" relation holds, 

then the volu.'tltaristic position should follow. But this, vie 

shall try to suggest, is not so: for unless the latter posi

tion .. lere a vacuous one t voluntarism could only follo .. , from 

the denial of determinism if the i~erm 'free' had the same range 

of. predication as fdeterminate' •. And this does not accord 

with the established use of these terrris. T[l..is argument is to 

be presented in more detail in the section on voluntaxism 

(pp.26 ff., L'tlfra.). 

We shall then come to a short discussion of "'hat :ts 

known as "soft "-determinism, which, we shall contend, is at 

best an irrelevant attempt to evade the incons"istencies in 

'!;he "either-or II assumption. 110re than that, it, too, ap

pears on analysis to be :tnconsistent. 



In the final sedtion,it 'will be suggested that 

perhaps the common p:recept, or precepts, underlying the 

tenets of voluntarism and determinism -- ih so far as they 

are taken to be logically related to each other, -- might 

themselves merit re-analysis. 
','.,., 1 •• , " 

Detera~~ism indefensible . 
Before proceeding to look at determinism as such, 

one or two words on a term that will be recurring throughout 

much of this discussj.on, viz., 'kinesis'. 

We shall be. using this term whenever "Ie wish to refer 

I tt) an::r macroscopically observable (phenomenologically obser

vab:t.~) pi~ce of behaviour, unspecified :Eel', ~ as to "freedom" 

or determinacy. In order to specify-it, i.e., in order to 
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interpret it as eit.her free or non-free, we should have to say, 

for instance, 'voluntary kinesis r t or 'non-voJ.untary kinesis'. 

This is to· circumvent the term tact' (oJ:.' 'action'), ~jhich 

appears ·~o be·· ridden with voluntaristic overtones (cf. Chapter II, 

~~). 

That determinism (sc., "hard", Laplacean, determi-

nism) involves the paradox of predicting, or being able to pI'e-

diet, in principle, one t s ovm behaviour, is by. nO"1 a hack-

neyed argument. If indeed the possibility of predicting 

one's O'tn! Hvolunta.ry!l behaviour (so-called), -- and hence, 

one fS ovm decisions, -- must in consistency be dismissed, then 

determinism, too, "iOuId have to be rej.ected on the bas.is of 



modus tolleIl;s. 

To dismiss offhand the possibility of such self-

pre d:i,ction , however, would be too cavalie!' for it remains 

to be discussed whether D.F. Pear,s' attempt to defend it t in 

Predicting and Deciding; is a valid one. We shall be arguing 

that, in· the final analysis, the prospect of predicting one's 

own voluntary behaviour does involve an inconsistency. But 

Pears' argument seems to have an intuitive credibility that 

might be vlorth closer scrutiny. To this argument, then, vIe 

now tUrn. 

7 

We shall not be entering upon a point-by-point analysis 

of Pears' article: 'IHhat concerns us at the moment is merely its 

commitment to the position that one can, and does in practice, 

inductively predict one's 0:-:rn trdecisionsn~ Perhaps we 

should also stress in advance that our criticism of Pears 
" " 

does not entaL1.. our taking him to be a ftdeterminist": 

The possibility of prcdic;lr:tng onets own voluntary 

behaviour ('"lhieh -v-re shall henceforth refer to simply as 

'self-prediction f ) is a consequence of determinism (sc., 

"ha1~d"-determinism). Hence to refute the possibility of self-

prediction '"ould suffice, on the basis of modus tollens, to 

refute the deterministic.position. This,. however, is to be 

distinguished from saying that to grant the possibility of 

self-predicti.on is in effect to gra..l1t the :position of determi-

nism: to argue thus ItTould seem to be guilty of the fallacy 
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known as " a ff:i.rming-the-consequen1c ". We shall, then, be saying 

that self-prediction cannot in consistency be conceded, and 

hence, that determinism, too, is untenable. 

Now, two sorts of case seem, on initial analysis, to 

.. exePlp1.ify the induct:tve predi.ct.iol'l of one's O\1D. decisions', 
. " '. ". 

viz. : 

1) those where des:i.res, or what \-Ie shall term "primary 

propensitiesll~ play the prominent r6:Le, 

and 

2) those cases which Pears calls "ca.lculative lT • 

It is to be noticed that we are precluding,' vflthout 

further ado, 

1 t) cases of apparent self-prediction \<lhich, according to 

Pears, call for "rationalising descriptions·lI~ 

An "instanceof what Pears ... ,ould term a " rationa1.ising 

description"'\<lollld be when, e.g., one ap-pa=-ently predicts that 

one will .do 1)-Thateverone IS friend will end up im.itating~ 

Such an instance, however, may be seen to be a specious sort 

of example to give of self-prediction: for here f one \-lould seem 

to be predicting \-lhat the -.frien,9; 'will end up doing -- in this 

. case', imitating one t s o,m actions, -- ·ratherthan predicting 

what one ... d1.1 do oneself. This sort of case, then, "re shall-

be rejecting without further ana.lysis as a sheer piece of 

verbal l.egerdemains In addition, we shall also be precluding: 



2') cases where induction would ostensibly be of no help 

viz., cases where one is presented with a range of equally 

Uneutral" optllions: which of a number of identical-looking' 

fruits to pick from ,a bowl" say.7 

. A note might also be in order here as to how ;'le are to 

distinguish between the decision ;per ~ and the performance 

in accordance \-lith the decision. In this connection, Pears 

nimbly chooses to restrict his cases to thmse where, as he 

9 

thin..'kB, "the agent would natur9,lly and easily ma.'!ce his decision 

at a definite moment which preceded the moment of action. 1I8 

This procedu.l:'e has its Oim difficulties, but ,,'Ie shall" not 

have cause to analyse them here. Suffice it for our purpose 

to limit ourselves to·the range of what may be agreed upon to, 

constitute voluntary kineses i.e., observable IIactionsll, --

and henoe· circumvent for th~ moment the,.question as to whe~he+ 

making a decisi.on as such constitutes a fi..l1ite event. 

,Having finally dispensed with preliminary qualifi-, 

cations, \'i"e ill'ight no,,;- turn to analyse each of the t"IO remaining 

sorts of aPP2U"ent self-prediction in turn. 

1) 

~~edictions of lIa,e_sthetically!1 motivated actions ancl 

act:tons i11:,ol ving_~lcu:l:§l tion 

Predictions --.ef "aesthetically-ll ltlotivated ac·~::i.9:r..l:.~ 

(i.e., those ~'i"here desires playa discernible r~le) 

Ingenex'al terms, eases of this sort involve the 

'for'mulation of what "ie might term a IIpred.iction-ma.trix", 



which is to serve as an inductive guideline. 

Thus, if (to use Pears! e:g:ample) the individual in 

question, knmdng that his ovrn tastes are closely similar 

to a given friend's, predicts tha'l; he himself will end up 

buying an article similar to what the friend has bought, 

then his prediction-matrix "'/ould" go something like this: 

I shall end up buying !, lrlhere! is an article 

similar to '.:,hat A has bought, -- whatever X turns 

out to be. 

On closer analysis, however, this turns out to be an 

extremely misleading ,sort of exam~!?le: For if taste "'lere to 

be analysed as a genuine factor in one's eventually choosing 

the same sort of~article as one's friend, !, then it should 

10 

be arguable that one is not always in the position to exercise 

what we might call one's "existentialist's prerogative" to 

choese in intentional eontraventi<:m to on9 IS taste. But if 

it were the case that one is not always in principle able to 

deliberately thwart what one feels to be one's ,l?.ritna:t-l'IJro-

pensity, then we should no longer be dealing with y.oluntar;y: 

behaviour, 1dith lr..inese,s performed-in-accordance-'with-

decisions. To say that one !::.~1:mys, acts 'in accordance with one's 

p.r~y propensiti~s (i,e., in effect, to ~~~e it as analytic 

that one invariably follo1:;5 one IS primary propEmsities) would 

be to render the whole issue vacuous. For then, the case wovld 

not even be an :tnducti ve one : Given one knOi'IS o:n,e' s t~"ste 1 
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there would no longer be any question as to 1trhether one ~Iould 

avt in accordance vr.ith it on a· particular occasion. 

Yet it may readily be objected that, in practice, 

when we say X has a certain taste It .. Ie ar".,.saying n~ m(!)re than 

that he has a certain ~ispositio~ -- and this does not involve 

any invariance in his behaviour in this respect. But then, 

would. saying that one can predict, inductively, one's 01tTn 

"aesthetic" decisi6nsbe anything more than· to say that one has 

established, from past occurrences, that one does (or, to be 
. -

Me gar ian , did) have a certain taste, or aesthetic propensity? 

In more detail: 

To predict, inductively, that one has similar tastes 

to ! is to say not merely that one has tended ~ ~ to 
-

manifest the same aesthetic preferences as !ti but in. addit±on 

that one is very likely to go on doing sO$ But nO\'l to say this 

wow.d seem, prifna f~ci.e., to be on a par with making any other 

!linductive" statement -"" that ice has the disposition and 

will always have the disposition to melt at a temperature above 

OoC·~· d f . ~ env~gra 0, or ~nsv~~ce • 

. ·But the very fa'ctor of ~lf -predictioIl; emerging as a 

problem over and above the ,g,eneral problem of (inductive)'pre-

dictioh at least s:uggests that. the former problem ,is of a 

different genre. Pears' treatment of the problem at issue seems 

simply to neglect the source of t,he aSj"Lwetry bet'l.-leen self-

prediction and inductive prediction at large. In general, 
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then, the problem of self-prediction, as distL~ct from the 

generalised problem of i inductive prediction, might be 

expressed as follo\"s: 

Ex hypothesi, the kinesis to be predicted is volun-

tary. But at the same time, the cmewho is. to do the predicting 

is co-incident .. lith the \'lould-be agent. ThUs in this case, the 

would-be agent would be IIprivy", as it were, to the prediction 

(or, at any rate, prediction-matrlx) in question. And in ,so 

far as the prospective kinesis is to· be voluntaI'Y, the agent 

might, in principle, deliberately opt to thwart it. For 

.instance, if the prediction-matrix is, 

I sha:;!.l end up choosing !It where! is the option 

that most accords vdth my primary aesthetic 

propensity' 

then the \Vouloo-be agent might well decide to th .. rart \vhat· he 

takes to be his primary propensity, and choose '1.. instead. 

At this juncture, a number of obj.ections might be 

seen to emerge, viz. : 

a) that one t s choos:L1'lg 1., rather than ,!, reully consti-

tutes the option most in accord .. rith the primary propen.s:i..ty 

at issue; 

closely associated vIith this \vould be the objection that 

'b) that one f s deliberately thwarting one's primary .pro-

pensity is really an indication of one's being able to pre

Q 
dict hO'" one v-lOilld behave;" 
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and 

c.) that, in principle t one may predict that one "!tr.iJ..l end up 

choosing an ar·ticle similar to !'s, ,without knm-ring beforehand 

precisely \-That article this is going. to be; and hence t that 

one would not have the means -- i.e.,.the necessary information 

-- to thwart the prediction. 

We shall now try to answer' each of these in turn: 

a) Here., the following points are to be·' observed:· 

i) that choosing Y (as against·· X) !!really!! constitutes - -
the primary propensity at issue cannot consistently be said to 

be the agent-~-predictor's ~ view; 

1i) that, in so·fe~ as one's ultimate choice of Y 

goes against one's ~ .:1_nductive prediction, -- i.e., against 

. what one takes to be one '.s own primary propensity t t.he 

prediction, .9.u~ ~lf-prediction, must be deemed to be falsified. 

For supposing!::. l,'lere to be taken as the authority on the 

issue as to \-lhat may. be said to accord vlith B I S primary propen-

sity; and supposing also that! and B "Tere at variance in this 

regard. Then even if B's ultimately choosing arti.cle Y over -- . ~ 

article X ·"Tere to be interpreted by !::.as the sort of cho·ice B 

would n'ormally have mao.e· anY'v'tay, the fact ·remainsthat the 

choice would.not accord with the. prediction" 

I shall end up acting in accordance vrith my 

primary propensity' 
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a.s understood by B himse1 fo Hence, as a ~-predictiont this 

would have to .be regarded ~s falsified. 

b) The second objection may be understood in one of two 

senses: 

1) In the.E>.ense tJ:~t, .. ~n.orcler to. be. able toth\'Ta.rt 

Cine I S primary propensity,' one woul.d have to know what lone's 

primary propensity is; and to k30w what one's primary propen-

sity is vlould in turn entail one's being c.ble to predict, as a 

rule, hO'VT one \'lould act under the circumstances. 

2) In the sense that entails the followt-Ilg dilemma: 

If one ,.Tere to th1,'lart one's "prima.ry" propensities more and 

more often, then this tln·lD.2"ting it,self Hocld become a·. sort of 

habit-of-perversity(or exemplary Kantian habit-of-self-

denial), and hence, inductively :predi(')~~2.ble.. If the th~'larting 

is to remain an exception rather, than become a rule, ,then the 

inductive grounds for say:L""3.g that one w'o'tud tend to follO\.( 

one IS primary propensity ,.rould not thereby be endangered s 

To .. take sense .(1) :f'ir$t: 

H • t· t' t . c e;:r tn' ..... th'" 11 4· h1,"ar' . t-h 'o"..l1 ~ Tn ere., ~ . 1s 0 De no 1 ~ a~ ~- ~. ~ -

ques,tion \'Tould at most :i.nvolve a' statement as. to "(!:lat one 

would have do~e under the circumstances had' one follow~ one's 

prima.ry propensities: it does not involve a prediction as' to 

what one "Till in fact, end up doing 8 The closest thing to a , -~.;...;.-"-
factual. assertion such a Ilth'.-larting1! 'foul.rl involve ,-[ould be 

the;t.: pr.emiseas i'; to hO\,i one has, as a ru..1.e, chosen in the :Pl'~...:!:: 



under like circumstances. B'J.t inductive self-prediction 

involves the prediction that one-l,ill in fact act at a given 

future instant similarly to the way in which one has acted 

in the past. Thus th'v1arting one' s primary propensity would 

not involve any inductive self-prediction as such~ 

The second interpretation pushes the problem a stage 

further to that of what might be termed "secondary" propen-

15 

id.es -- e.g., the propensity to malee surprise "existentialistic" 

moves. But it may be seen that to proceed along this line 

would lead US on to the path of a vicious spiral. For sup

posing we were, per ~ossibi,le, to come out 1tlith a predic

tion-matri..".{ to the effect that one would probably end up 

i;hltlarting one's primary propensities. Then the "th1.1arting ll 

propensity would simply edge the lO\1er-order propensity off' 

i;he scene and itself become the new lIprimary propensityll. 

We shou.ld then be obliged to account for the tertiary pro

pens~.ty to thvlart the thltiarting-pro]?ens:i.:ty, by::" ac.ting, in 

effect, aecorcIing to the 2:E2:..~,al primary propensity. TThis 

, could' onJ.y lead us a,d infi~~,t~:l~ into an ever-1tridening 

whirlpool. 

Again, 'vdth'regard to the second horn of t.he 

"dilemmall (see.p. 14), 'l'le might observe that, even if a 

not-too-frequent exercise of the nth"larting" tactic does not 

constitute evidence against the statement that one tends to 

follow one's primary propensity, to say the latter is not 
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ipso fact,o. to make a prediction. It. is merely to state a 

disposition. True, the statement of dispos:i:tion<5 does 

involve an element of prediction 1:;0 this ext.ent ,that to 

say! has a disposition ~ is, as a rule, also to say that X 

will very likely manifest a certa:ln "dispositional property" , 

~ ,in the presence of' certain other factors, ~.. But 

here, the disparity between self .. prediction (se., of one's 

own IT;voluntaxyl! kineses~ and other sorts of inductive state-

ment comes into play: For in the case of self-prediction, 

in so far .as the prediction precedes the kinesis predicted 

(or, for that matter, the kinesis contrary to that predicted), 

and clso in so far as the kinesis i..'l'J. question is ~ !!;iryothesi 

yoluntar;y:, the individual may al1'lays, in principle, ~hoo~ !.2 

(again) thvrar.t the prediction, to. ;,vhich he is of course privy. 

There is no standing by as a mere.observer to see if the p;r-e-

diction will, L'1 fact, be satisfied: one has, it wquld seem,. 

to take sides that is, to' decide vlhether ~r not to satisfy 

the prediction, 

Of CO}trsc, the decisiot.Lnmy subsequently be th1vax.ted 

not, this time, by oneself, but. by tTexternal ll circumstances 

but this would, on the same showing, render the kinesis 

in question an involuntary one. Still,. at this juncture, it 

might be suggested that it rus possible for one to make a pre-

diction today as ·to 'fhat one w:i.lJ_ end ttp doing a week hence, 

then forget all about. it. Thus, it might be said, one \'l'Ould 
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eventuallipe caught off guard at the time of the kinesis and 

hence be deprived of the prerogative to "thwart" it. But this 

would be to dissolve the case lhnto one generically siIlliJ.ar to 
, 

the case of the predictionoof others' actions.10 Strictly 

speaking, this would not cori.stitute ,ail authentic instance of 

~-prediction. What renders a prediction a case of self-

prediction is precisely the interplay bet,'leen decision and 

prediction: the .one who makes the decision is also a\'lare of 

the predictionregq.rding .the decisio;n,t and at the time of the 

"act If in question. 

This much, then, has been to indicate that, :in the 

case ... here the observer co-incides .. lith the would-be agent, one IS 

having disposition ~ does not even constitute an L~ductive 
S 

basis for saying that one \"lll manifest, ... (cf. p. 16) at any 

given future time. Not, at least, if the would-be agent has 

the prediction in mind. And or..!y if he does have it in mind 

would it be warranted to call it a case of seli'-'Prediction. --
At most, then, statements re garding one t S 0\'111 e:Lsposi tions 

. or primary propensities are to be viEfl,'ied as statoments re-

gardillg tendencies manifested to de~te. 

v As discussed above (p. 15), the th\ .. arting of' such 

tendencies CruUlot :i.tse1f become a primary :propensity, thus 

the possibility of stating one's 0l-rD. dispositions is not 

imperilled by that particular prospect; but then, neither does 

this possibility entail, 1:E..~ fa'c:to, that of self-~iction. 
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c) The sort of case cited under (c) on .p,-. 13 is in fact 
". 

admitted by P~ars as a genuine instance of self-prediction_ 

However, closer analysis will, show a flaw in such purported 

instances of prediction: 

NO","T" it is true tha.t if one were predicting,in 

accordance ~dth a prediction-matrix which contains at 'least 

one genuine unJ:..notm factor, e.g., 

. I sha~l end up buying, article !, which "'fill 

abe similar to what! has just bought --
whatever!, turns out to be. 

one would be deprived of the means of thv.rarting the pre dic-

tion. vie say '.6:e.nui~ U!¥;:nOi-ffi t, sin,?e here, as, in the example 

above tone (loes not know what; X is, at the moment of choosing, 

and hence cannot deliberately th\'lart the prediction by inten-

tiona11y avoiding',?;. But as a ru.le ,it is specifi.ed that E 

is to be, for instance, the article most in accord ~th one's 

priniary propensity,' which one may be presumed to' know., -

NO\1, all the examples of self-prediction gj.vennby 

Pem's are supposed t~e basecion prediction~mah"ices containing 

genuine un..1u"10iffiS, a..'tl.d hence there sho~d be no room for the 

thwarting-potential to interferevrith the prediction-matrices 

in qu.estion. Nevertheless; more scrutiny indicates'that 

either 

it is lmoi'll, or presumed.~to-be-knovll'1, that ~;Ls 'Nhat is to be 



chosen in accordance 'N1.th one Is aesthet1.c d=i:sposition, wh1.ch 

one may be pr~sumed to know, 

or 

ii) 1.f the loose structure of the prediction-matrix is 

'such that there ls a genuine UnknIOwn-- genuine enough not to' 

leave room for the thwarting-potent1.al to \-lork, -- then the 

prediction itself must also be open-ended -- i.e., indeter-

minate. 
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To begin \-lith, ur~ess one had some idea as to what ,~ 

of choice his friend!:,'s disposit:ion m:i.ght commit him (se., !:) 

to, nothing could have led OIle to conclude, inductively, that 

one had prpp~nsities s:imilar to !:,'s in the firs,!; pla.ce. Thus, 

for, instance, one mi.ght conclude 'that one's taste was sinLi.lar 

to ! 's on the ground that both individuals had been k.r.to~m to 

favour' Impression1.stic "lOrks. But if one had no idea as to 

vlhc;;.t ! might conceivably buy (cf. Pears' example again), then 

one coula. not be in the position to conclude inductively 

that ! f S taste vras similar. 

Granted', hO'l<l8VCr, that one does have some idea leIS 

to the sort of thing A would buy,' then one \-lould once mO.re - - , 

be in a position to "th"'rart" the prediction. Supposing, 

however, c.that one-llent into the shop \,lith the prediction that 

onets prim~ry propensity "[ould, like !::.'s, be to.fard Impressio-

nism, bllll.then thHarted this presumed propensity by conJ.iU.g 

out "'lith a contemporary ";01'1;: instead. St.1ppos;ing, too, that 



one then found out that A had also left with. a contemporary 

",ork, and that!. h13:d, witr:out one's kno1tlledge, been collec

ting contemporary works for some ·I;ime. Then what we should 

say occurred is not so much that ~:me had failed to thi'rart 

one'D O1.·rn pr..opensity, as that one. had.. 'misjudged. L' s ~ Thus 
_. I " "'. " " '" •• , _. 

what would be at issue would be the disappointment of a "nor-

mal" inductive assertion, or assumption, of another's 

11 . 
taste. The upshot of this, then, is as follovls: 

If, at the time, ,thf the choice to be made, one had not 
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had the faintest idea 'as to the' sort of value the variable 'X' 

in the prediction-matrix might t~~e, then one would not have 

been in the position. to formul.ate the inductive prediction in '. 

the first place. If, on the contrary, one ~have some notion 

as tOb:vrhat ! might be, then one ",rould, by the same token, be 

in the position to thwart the prediction by avoiding .!. 

Nore crucial, perhaps, is the following'consideration: 

If the '!' in the: pre·dic·tion-matr;i.x 'I.'Tare a genuine 

unknovm, --;:t.e., if it we,re such that ,?ne could not deliberate-

ly thvlart the prediction in question, then it ,,;ould also 

folloH that such open-ended predictionsvlould be logically 

independent· of the detel'lllinistic position. For 'determinism 

would only hold if a com9lete set of determinate predictions 

could in principle be formulated with regard. to the state of the 

"world". To refute the possibility of self-prediction' 

would suffice to refute that of determinism just L'l so far 
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as the predictions L~volved in what is terme~ 'self-prediction' 

are genuine, empirically testable ones. In addition to this, 

if the unknO"l.m in the prediction-matrix vlere such as to defy 

"thwartingll, i.e. such that the Olle who makes it had no idea 

as to what sort of thing it might stand for, then the predic-· 

tion-matrix cannot, in any event, be regarded as a ~ fide 

prediction.12 

In general, then, the folJ~Oi"ing conclusion appears 

to suggest iyse~f .. lith regard to "propensity-based" predic-

tions: 

Self-prediction would only be possible in any given 

instance if there were no possibility of the agent's thHarting 

itc> 'HIe latter possibility, hOi·lever, might only be elimi-

nated if one of the following "I'rere: true: 

i) the ki.."tJ.esis in question is E:.9t. voluntary; 

ii) the prediction-matrix is formulated in such a Hay as 

to render it impossiblo for the agent to know which J:r..inesis 

is predicted, and hence, which ki!l.eses night be ta..1te.n as 

contrary to the oneprec1icte.d. 

Nevertheless, (i) is ruled out ~ •. !,.;zp~thesi. And (ii) 

could only hold in the case of ma,trices so loose that they did 

not express empirically .test~bl~. pr.edictions. 

2) Predictions of kineses i:e;y.o;tving flcalct9-ation" 

Again, the prediction is to be made ,'lith the help of 

a general matrix. Here, it ·hould go something like this ~ 13 



Confronted by the same s~mple position as 

my friend ! of similar skill, I shall 

make move !, ,!;There.! is hlO'!,1 ! would move 

under si.."Uilar circumstances, -- whatever 

X turns out to be. 

Here, ho\'rever, nomological' considerations begin to 

come into play. Problems emerging L~ this connection .v.ill 
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be discussed in the n,ext. chapter t .-rhen '-.fe analyse the dis tinc-

, , 14 
tion between causal determination and nomological determination. 

Meanwhile, the follm-ring points might he, worth noticing: 

To begin with, one must, for the sake of analysis, 

distinguish between two levels on which "Ie might speak of the 

chess-playe-rts move as being "voluntar;y!l, viz.: 

a) that on which he opts to stay within the bounds of the 

game at ~: for even if he .. lere faced with a position '-There, 

for instance, he sees only one mO'ITe that would remove his 

king from check, he could, in pril'lcipl,e, choose to stop Playing 

the game instead of maki.ng 'the moye in ques"i;ion.. This is the 

level which Pears does not explicitly take into account. 

In his example, ,the player has pre-opte9,.to stay within the 

bounds of the game" This is a point tb.at~"rill take on more 

significance later on. 
, , 

b) that on Vlhich, even ,'iithin ,the bounds of the game, the 

player sees alternative moves open to hinl .• 

a) Supposing) v1e tel:e the case of the player Hith only one 



"ratiom.a.l" move open to him, given that he has pre-opted to 

play the game to a decent finish. Then, strictly speald.ng, 

within the level of the game itself, there is no choice open 

to him: i.e., it cant on ~omolo&i:ca1 grounds, be "predicted" 

with near certainty that he. will ... ~ethe move :L.'1. question •. 

But then this l'lculd nct constitute a voluntary; kinesis --: 

at lsast not .On the level ,·re are considering, -- no more than 

would be the case.with one whc is sitting a mathemati'Cts exami-

.. nation and whe se.es .Only .One possible solution te a questicn 

on the paper. Then, unless .One were to behave in a "perverse 

existentialisticlr manner, .One would have l£ put that anSi-Ter 

dO"l'Tn. But to "predictfr that this lvould be so is tantameunt to 

saying that the given pr.Oblem has a unique solution, viz., .9,-

It wou+d hardly constitute a factual predicticn. If, on the 

other hand, we were to take the opt.ion .Of E1ovin~ cut of the 

bounds of the gara..~into account, then, .Once more, as in the pre

vious sort .Of example, the wculd-be agent wouJ.d 1:0: principle be 

able to If thwart" his CHn prediction by plaj'"ing on (if he had 

predicted that he "Tculd threw the pieces to the flcor), .Or by 

stopping t.O play (if he had predicted that.he wo~d play tc a 

decent finish). 

b) The analysis .Of this sort .Of instance is very similar 

to that .Of (a). Tc choose one of a ntunber .Of alternative 

moves .\vould .Once again be explicable in terms ,·cf prcpensities, 

and. would hence be subject ire the sort of difficulty discussec1. 
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under Section 1.1.1. above. It is to be observed that say 

that some of ~he alternative moves· are more "rationa11f c oices 

than others vlould yield only a specious sort of option: 0 long 

as the player sees vlhich moves would be more "rationalll , he 

\'J'ou:;Ld be nomolo.gically hound to make these moves. This t it may ... ) ",,\:, ",~) " '" ,", . .' ... 

be seenil '.'lould take us back to the sort of instance disc ssed 

immediately above (sc., the "mathematical problem" insta ce). 

If we vlere to leave the possibility open of his against 

vThat he sees as the most rational :move t then we should 

same time be leaving open the possibility of his "thwarting" 

his prediction. (Cf. preceding section, passim.) 

Thus it viould seem that, both in the case of predictions 

made on the basiso! primary propensities, and in that 

dictions of "calculative ii moves, there remains the poss °bility 

i) the prediction is of a voluntarz kinesis, 

and 

ii) the prediction, qua ~ ~ prediction, is to be 

empirically testable, such that one wotud be able to t~ 1 

which kinesis would constitute a fulfilment of the pred,ction, 

and which vlould not .. 

Rence it fol1m':5 that at least one sort of pred ctiOllt- __ 

viz., that of self-prediction in the sense' so far- discu sed, 

is logically untenable. l.:ence in turn it foll.0>'7s by wod .s 
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tollens that determinism too is untenable -- in so far a the 

latter entails-the possibility of determining all events, 

relative to at least one-:bbserver •• ''fe .ma.~e the latter i-

fication for the following reason:: viz., even if (;p,er -f'-'-o""';""';' 

, __ co, ,\.,rere _ e case a, re a va 0 _, even bil ~)l4b -it th th t 1 ti t A all tt 
except his o.vu voluntary kineses were predictable, then I 0 !, 

at least, determinism "Tould not-h()ld to the extent that is o\vu 

tractions" l'lould be indeterminate. And even if !' s 

were, ;per impossibile, predictable by l?" -! himself not 

share Bfs predictions- to this effect. For if he ""ould 

be tantamount to a case of self-prediction. Hence deter "nism 

could not hold for any particular individual: his own vo untary 

kineses would always remain indeterminate. Admittedly this 

argument sounds somel-That tricky, but He shall not have t Le 

resources to probe it in depth until later.l5a Suffice if I mean

while to say that self-prediction is logically Uiltenabl , and 

h~nce, that determinism (sc'., "hard"-determinism), too, r- in so 

far a it entails the possibility of self-prediction, -- must be 

untenable. 

Voluntarism not consequent upon the denial of de erminism 

But would this be to say, by the same token, tha 

voluntarism is tenable? On the assumption of the treithe -or!! 

relation (i.ee, that the negation of either entails the kositing 

of the other), it 1dOuld be. Hm,rever,- on closer analysisl the 

attemut to interpret.determinism and voluntarism as beink so 
J; I 
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be:i.ng so related to each other appears to be suspect. 

an assumption would see~ to generate the following probl ms 

(inter alia):--. 
a) If determinism and voluntarism were logically co plementary 

t'iiO,re 
, .~. to each other, a.nd if t at the sam,~.time, determi.."1ism ~:-ts 

~cal]_:y: at fault, then it ,<lould follmv that voluntaris 

should be supportable on ;to~ic.c:1 z:.;;.r..:;.o..;..UJ:;;;;;'I1;.;.;d..;;.s alone .. 

a logically inconsistent sta.tement "(tlould be to make a 

suppor·table on logica; grounds alone.) 

Y,et, in prac'l;iae t the voluntarist ><lould not be 

to defend such a posit:Lon: for the voluntarist vlOuld to say 

that "the~O' simply happen as a matter of fact to be inst of 

"free" behaviour,as distinct from instances of 

viour. No'''' such a statement ''lould not be supportable on ogical 

gro1L."1ds alone. Nor is the voluntari.st likely to argue to the 

contrary. 

b) S-q,pposing, then, that voluntarism ... vere to be ta.1celf' not 

as a "tautologous" c18.it~, but as vihat m; ght tentatively b 

called an "ontological" one. That is to say, that it is 0 be 

taken, not as being supportable solely on logical in 

the sense that' there is, as a matter of !.ap,t. (not of logi ) such 

a phenomenon as !Jfree~! behaviour, as distinct from non-:lf, ee n 

behavio1.'tr. 

Now if the denial of determ:Lnism were still to be taken 

as entailing the affirmation of "loluntariGln, it misht be een 
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that 'free I would ha:tre to be equaoced with 'indeterminate'. 

For if this were not so, there vl011lld be e-

t"leen the denial of determinism and the n-

tarism. In ordinary usage, hm-rever, 'free' and 'deter . ate i 

apparently do not have the same range of predication~ an thus 

'free' cannot, -- at least not prima facie, be equated "th 

'not-determinate f. This i-Ie' sha:ll no"l.v t1.U'n to analyse in some-

what more detail. 

The status of '~'lill t in ffreei.·lill' 

As a rule, the term tdeter-millc:tte t and its 

'indeterminate r are predicated of .event~. At the same t· ... e, 

I 

h01.o1eVer, voluntarism is often referred to as the "free1.1ill" . l 
tenet e vlhether. such termjonology j~s to be ta..1cen as imply:[Lng 

that voluntarism :Lnvolves pred:Lcating "freewill", or mort 

::::~:Y::~:::~:;::':::s:::y:::::::::t::.:::Y~f-~I~~.the 
1 t "t . +1 lif'Til' . lit will" i'lere to spealc of SOilla menta er.. ~ y v~z" t "le , _ 

-- as involving free action, then it wpuld follow that I ree' 

and Ideterniinate 1 have different ranges of predication. For 

I1will rr , or lithe. will n '0 Cfu"1.not., without stretching. lan,gua e., 

be interpreted asan~~;, If, then, VOlu. .. r1ta:r:tsm· were. 0 he 

taken as ascribL~g freedom to some sort of mental entity 

viZq to the "1.~lilll1, --and if, at the same time, tdetermtnatef 

vlera to be predicateq. exclusively of events, then no log' cal 
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con..11.ection could be forged bet\~-een saying that all event;:; are 

predactable; 'on the one hand, and sayfung that there is such a 

thing as tlfreewill" on the other. 

But it may also be seen that to speak of "a something" 

called a IIfreevrill" poses logical difficulties. (~ excE;lllence, 

that with regard to the identity of 11 ,vilIs II : e.g. t is ~! hYJ?othesi 

"free agent" A1swill numerically distinct from ex. hypothesi 

Ufree agent"B's \dll? Or again, is A's will at the time of !o's 

performance of ~ identical to !o's will at the time of his per

formance of li2 ?) It vlould, hOI-lever, :p.ot be relevant here to go 

into these conundrums at length: suffice it to say ·that analysis 

seems to suggest that, if anything is to be said to be f~ee, it 

is phenomenal behaviour -- kineses, -- not any "mental entity". 

V 1 t · th d.....· f . 15b b . j o till ar~sm, en, nee no ... 'p.r~ma. ac~e e ~n-cer-

preted as predicating "freedom" of some mental entity ov~r and 

above instances of observable behaviour. Nevertheless, this. per 

se does not suffice to sho\,l. the..t the term I freedom' has the 

se.me range of predication a.s the term I determinate' • For 
I 

a closer look indicates that an amb::Lguity in the established 

usage of the term 'free t has :Let t"\."o categorially ElisparQ',te 

senses of it lea.~ into the language. In "'lhat "jay this mfY be 

so .... re shall now brciefly try to examine. 

1.2.2. 'Free a~ents' or 'free acts'? 

lr,[e have suggested that, in spite 'of the misleading 

terminology in use, ,-,rhat is som.etimes referred to as the! 
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"freev-lill" tenet need not be committed to the existence of 

any mental entity over'and above the phenomena that are sa,id 

to be instances of free behaviour. One fact we have not: yet' 

, ta.1cen into account, -- viz., tha·t 9 in practice, we predicate 

'freedom" not'only of, 

a) ~~, or pieces of behaviour, 

but also of 

b} entities involved in such kineses viz., agents 0 

Thus, on this usage,the. existence is implied of an ind2vidual 

which "performs" the free Ilact" in question, and, by the 

same token, this "performer ll is spoken of as being "frea ll • 

This latter extension of the application of the 

term 'free' poses certain prpblems with regard to the relation 

between voluntarism and determinism. More analysis seems 
I 

to indicate that 

i) this sense of 'free 'JSl ,!;lhile intrinsic to the' vohm-

taristic tenet" does .. not ,admit o,f', :being. inteI'pr~ted in the 

sense of 'indeterminate'. And if :lot 1 then to shoH th2:!; 

determinism is not justified would not i1)80 facto b,e to I 

ShO,,",I that 'voluntarism is justified. 

ii) In additicn, even sens'e (a), viz., that :i.n ,-thich we 

speak of acts or kineses, rather than of agents, as beipg 

free i has its problems. For ;·,hen one spea.1cs of an act/ 

event as being free, one tends more often than not to db sO 

in a sense 'tThere 'f;r-ee t is not equivaleny to 'indeterminate'. 
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vIe shall look at each of these points in turn. 

i) To begin "'ith, we might note the follo"Ting disparity 

between 'free-agent· parlance and • free-kinesis , parlance: 

To speak lfm terms of free agents \-Iould involve the 

concept of a performer of kineses, .vhereas to speak in terms 

of free kineses simpliciter would not. More strictly, the 

forme·r mode of language vlouJ.:d i:p.vol ve the concept of a 

'potentia~ performery 

For firs.tly, a free agent is not simply any individual 

that.might be involved in a (so-called) "free" kinesis: it is 

one that is 80 involved specifically in the capacity of 

"initiative-tal'>.er", or causal agent, l5c whatever other indivi-

duals might be involved in it in a different capacity. 

Secondly, a free agent need not be an individuaJ_ that tends 

~xclusivel;y: to be involved in free kineses in the capacity of 

performer: he/it may frequently P2!rtake in non-free kline::;es. 

An individual who once took"'the initiative of thro'wing a ball 

may on another ecoasioti- be (non-voJ_untarily) hit by one. 

But he is stili said to'be a free agent, the same one as the 

agent vTho once voluntarily threl,°1 a ball, so long as he is regar-

ded as ay-oten:tial performer.· Neither of these titlO face.ts 

need be i:.'lvolved in "determinacy/indeterminacy"- parlance~ 

26 
Moreover, as we shall try to see later, the concept of 

performer at issue in 'free-agent' parlance is an inconsistent 

't . J.'f' d 17 one in so far as ~ remalns unqua·~ole , 
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To speak in terms of free agents, then, would involve 

concepts not inherent in the mode of speech in whichll'Ie 

speak simply of event~ as being determinate or indeterminate. 

To speak of free events or kineses and of free agents in a 

single breath vlould thus seem to cOrJ,stitllte ,all e;quivoq'p.tion, 

for 'free' 'ltTould have distinct senses in the t'\.vo cases. 

Thus even if the 'free' in -free-kines_is n parlance 

were translatable into 'indeterminate t, it ",Tould not thereby 

follow that the 'free' in "free-agentn parlance would be 

similarly translatable. Thus volunte~ism, if it is taken to 

involve the -position that there -exist fxee agents, would not 

. follow i1)sO facto from the denial of determinism. And the. _ 4 

"free1,vill!' tenet, at least in the sense in vThich it is nor-

mally understood, ~ apparently geared to the concept of a 

free agent. 

This much seems sufficient to indicate that the 

assumption of the "either-ort! relation bet·"leen the two· tenets 

at -issue might well meritre-analysiso At this juncture, 

it might also be relevant tp note that there is an additional 

disparity between the tfree' even in the "free-kinesis" 

mode of speech and the concept of inc1etermirl_acy. - If t?-is 

disparity is a genuine one , then it would follO'.-; that the 

"either-or II relation Hould be at fault even if it "lere arguable 

that voluntarism did not involve the assumption of any sort 

of entity not involved in !lfree-kinesis ti parlance" The 
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d~parity, then, is this: 

a) 'Free' is:-som.etimes used, true enough, in the sellse 

of 'indeterminate': thus we speak. of the IIfree" -- i.e. 

random. -- motion of particles in a physical system. It might 

be noted ill passing that it is this sense of 'free' that is 

exploited by,those who try ,to derive the voluntaristic 

. t . f H· b 'I d 't in "D.'. 1 " 18 d pOSJ. J.on rom eJ.sen erg s n e erm acy ... rJ.ncJ.p e, an 

Epicurus' argument for the freedom 'of the soul 9..ua aggregate· 

of freely (= randomly) moving atoms. 

b) But 'free' is also used in another sense, even if this is 

a sense often enough confused 'With the one referre~to under 

Ca). In this second sense, a kinesis is said to be free 

if it is "self-determined" or "u..'limpededll • This is the sense 

exploited by the proponents of "soft-determinism", "Thich vIe 

shall briefly look at in the next sub-sedtion. 

Nonetheless, on more analysis, ·:L.t may be seen that 

neither sen~e ,lends. itself t.o an attempt to aerive the 

voluntaristic positionirom the negation of determinism; 

a) Even supposing, for the sa."l(e of argume~t, that 

'free' were to be used in such a way as to admit of our 

spealdng of random/incteterIninate lI'.6tion as "free" motion. 

Then from the premise that, in the final,.analysis, the behaviour 

of particles is indeterminate (=free) vie could at most derive 

the positio:u- that ~ ,fo:r.:.tiori the particles composing OlU' 

'brains are indeterminate in behaviour.19 :But theYi-lotud he 



no ~ free ( this term being ~ hypothesi equated wi.th 

'indeterminate I) than anything else t in so far as everything 

is to be regarded as being composed of these particles. 

And this is to put aside the consideration that the jump from 

:t;:b.-e J:'Cl.;ndor:mess of the !!l9tion, o,f the particles composing the 

brain to the :freedom of the "mind tr/""iill1t might well consti-

tute what is termed a IIcateg!hry-m,istake n • 

This empirical digression might be relevant to show 

that even if 'free' were to be equated with lindeterminate', 

an 'impasse would lie bet'veen asserting the freedom of the 
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sort of thing supposed on e~pirical gro~~ds to be indetermina~e, 

and asserting the freedom of actions or voluntary behaviour, 

the latter alone being the assertion to" which the "freeli'TiII" 

tenet is corn:mitted. 

b) Finally, to take the alternative sense of 'freeR 

qua 'self-determined I or • i.in.impedea, .. A :Little analysis ';'Till 

suffice to' shm .. cthat this :;.sense runs counter to the'sense of, 

Ifree t as 'indeterminate': 

For here, a "freef! syst,em uouldbe an ideally de-

terminable one, >'lithout any extraneous factors that might ob-

struct the calculation of the behaviov.r of the system~ It 

is in this sense that \'le speak of "freely-moving" particles 

f1o'beyingtr the, la"IS of Ne1rltonian mecha.nics.. It is also this 

sense of1free' that is made use of by the !!soit"-determinists 
, , 

according to i-lhom vcl.mtary behav:i.our is free in so far as it 



issues :from its 

impediment. As 

own Ilinternal" causes without any "extern II 

we shall nm'! try 'briefly to see, the initla.l 

impression of unintelligibility that this tenet might giv 

is \'fell justified. 

j IS oft If ~ det e rrninism 

The "internal" causes alluded to are ascribed to uch 

uinternal" events as decisions or desires. ~his position is 

to be held concurrently with the 'view that every event, 

internal or external, is determin,ed by other events in :tt 

particular causal chain. Thus decisions, deSires,' etc. ml 

themselves be caused. But v-That causes a.re we to ascribe 

"" 

t 

these in their turn? To -say that the causes in question e 

in the form of further decisions, desires, etc., 'lrlould 110. 
ineluctably t,o infinite regress. Thus, it seems, we sho d 

I 

have to say that such "internal ll events are caused by evehts 

of a different order, viz .. , lIexternal" ones. But to ~anll~ thl.s 

would in effect be to grant that voluntary behavj.our ~s, I 

the final analysis, caused by "external" events. For if bx 
&pothe~ lIinternE'"JY event ~ ·causes Q (a voluntary kinesi ), 

and on "external" event A causes ,~, then ~ may be cause 

C with B 

still be 

as a mere IIcatalyst" or by-prod.uct. But now wo _d it 

consistent to s2_y that voluntary behaviour is nflee ll 

in a vlay other behaviour is net? For we have seen that i the 

final an2~ysis, such behaviour is on a par with any other' sort 

of behaviour "lith regard to "causes". It thus appears that 



to confer a distinguishing property, viz., freedom, on volun--

tary behavio'lU' would be at best grattdtotts. 

At worst, the postulation of causal chains with t e 

attendant notions of "internal" and "external"events seem to 

J?resent us ,·lith an inconsistency, -viz. ~ So long as '!,'le re ai..'Il 

determinist, -- and "soft"-determ:i.nism is at least purpor edly 

a form of determinism, -- there' would be no room for hOldlng 

any event to be more "external!!, more "ex machina"t than ny 

other: hence the possibility of "externaJl: impedilnentslf 

frolm the interlocking of different causal chains lV'ould be 

eluded. For, to be consistent, stitch interlockings would 

to be reganded as being determined. :in accordance 'lrlith a 

higher-level causal nexus. This, hOHever, would be to 

the initial postulation of causally independent chains 

warranted - •. at least \-d.thin the deterministic frame"lOrk. 19b . . 

fentative c~u.sion, 

Thus, from the foregoing ... sections, it ",ould app 

that if the concept of a free agent is intrinsic to the 

of voluntarism, tfree' Hov.ld not. admit of 'being equated 

I indeterminate ': for tIagen'l;sI! cannot consistently be reg 
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on a .par Hith events, and lindeterminate I _ can only be pree icated 

of events. In addition, even if it Vlere to be contended t at 

the concept of a free agent is not intrinsic 

the term tfree' as applied to kineses (which are events) 

not lend itself to a consistent deduction·of voluntarism from 
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the negation of determinism. This would hold whether tfr[e t 

is interpreted in the sense of 'indeterminate', or in the 

sense of I self-determined t • For:tn the former case, ther 

would be an i.mpasse behleen the application of the term tb events 

dealt withnin physics, on the one hand, and its applicati n 

to voluntary behaviour, -- to what is referred to in -::::'0 

mentally referring statements t '-- on the other. As for tree' 

being used in the latter sense, _ .. viz. as ISelf-determinkd" 

it has· been suggested that some of the concepts UnderlYink 
. I 

this use of the term (e.g,. the dyadi9:;concept of lIinternall-

vis-a-vis-externalll events)are themselves untenable. 

Hende, even though determinism itself is untenabl in 

so far as it entails the possibility of self-prediction, ,. t 

does not follow ipso facto that voluntarism. is tenable. 

Hence, in t'UJi'n, the preslUnptio:c. 'o]f .. the neither-orlT relati n 

bet~leen detel'minism and voltmtarism must be re-analysed. 

F-inally, vIe tried to discuss the position of flsof
l 

ti_ 

determinism, .-rhich, though itself untenable, opens ObliQU[' y 

on to a nc";.". approach to the l)roblem at issue. For it doe not 

involve the mo~e frequent error of equating 'free! with ,. deter

mi.nate', Instead, its error is the novel one of ascribi+ 

both freedom and determ.nacy t.o some sorts of behaviour (riz " 

voluntary behaviour~ at once G 

Inconsistencies apart, hm-lever, it may be seen th t 

"sort II-determinism i,s no substantial alternative to the 
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"either-or"i'position (sc., that either voluntarism or deterrr.inism 

is justified): for it need not even be at 'variance .'lith the 

latter position. To say that either voluntarism or determi-

nism is justified (the :reither-or!! position) does not preclude 

the possibility (suggested by "soft It-determinism) that both 

are justlhfied. 

If we are to find an exit from the voluntarism-determi

nism impasse, then it "lill not be by trying to forge a synthesis 

betT,-leen the t\'TO-- a policy 1.<Thich, as i;1e have tried to see in 

the case of tlsoft"-determinism, i,s lli"1tenable. 



CHAPTER II 

THE AGENCY-OBSERVATION DISTINCTION 

2. Pnos;pectus 

Indications so far, then, seem to be that determinism 

and voluntarism do not admit of being regarded as logically 

complementary tenets. Neither, in fact, is justified as it 

stands: for both are grounded in the presumption that 

assertions may be made regarding the freedom, or the determi

nacy, of a given kinesis without specifying the frame·~f 

reference of the one who ~s making the judgement(henceforth 

simply to be referred to as the IIjudge"). That such a pre

sumption has grav'e loglcal difficulties we shall subsequently 

try to show at more length. 

In general, however, VIe might try to find an e:.dt from. 

the debacle t,o 'vhich this presumption has led if we said some

thing along the follo\-'Ting lines: . 

"\I)"hether a given kinesis is to be regarded as determinate 

or as free "t-lould .. depend upon the frame of reference of the judge 

to the extent that all kineses interpreted as the latter's ovm 

voluntary actions, together ,dth all kineses at large interpreted 

to be rlintelligentTl actions, 'idould remain in principle indeter

mine.ble by the judge in question. 

As said, this is to put it in extremely general terms: 



modifications and elaborations 'Hill be made :i-n the course of 

subs'equent di~cussion. 

That .one' s 0\'lU VOlll..l1tary 'behaviour must be regarded as 

being indeterminate has already been suggested, indirectly, 

incpnnecti.on ¥lith the earlier discussion of self-prec'l.iction .• l 

The· latter part of the claim will admittedly sound problematic 

at this stage. But as it is to fo,rm the basis of much sub-

sequent analysis, .1e shall not attempt to defend it at length 

for the moment. 

In. outline, then, the agency-observation distinction 

is as follo"l-ls: one cannot be regarded simu..ltaneously in the 

capacity of agen'c ~ of .observer "lith respect to a:ny parti-

cular kinesis; henc€), by extension, .one co,nnct consistently 

regard a kinesis both as an acticn (one that involves an 
, --

lIintelligentlll agent) and observe it sub specie naturae asa 

causally dete!rmined phenomenon. 

We sb,all be using the above distinction to wcrk cut 

a conceptual ,scheme that would not invol-'le the incoYl~istent 

notion of absclute-freedo!!l-vis":~::.~vis...;absolute-determinacy. 
i ;'" '.", " 

The at'tempt to regard .only' .one! s o"m "act,ions Ti as 

in principle indeterminable will be ccnsidered but ult.imately 

rejected.. vIe shall then moye OD to see, briefly, in \vhat 

way the Kantian vie"t1 .of causality might be releva.."lt to 

the problem at issue. It \-;ill then be suggested that 

"in-principle-:I.ndetermina.bility ll HOll.ld extend ,beyond the realm 
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of one's own "actions"Q This will finally lead us to a look 

at the problem of "Others' Actions", which, we shall try to 

suggest, is, in the final analysis, another aspect of the 

by: nmv notorious problem of "Other Hinds". Both are geared 

. . 'Ib 
to the detection of 11:intelligentll ·behaviour. 
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In ,order to be able to analyse the relation bet\>Ieen 

the "freedom" aspect and the "intelligence" aspect, He shall 

also be formulating a subsidiary distinction, viz., that bet\>reen 

"first~H 8-'!'ld "second-order" terms~c That the various "second-

onder" terms such as 'freedom' and 'intelligence' pose the 

same sort of 'problem is an issue to be taken up at some length 

:iIi Chapter III. 

The ontological bas.is of determinacy and the paradox 

of se~f-prediction 

We have seen earlier2.:_irj. connection ~Tith the purado:z: of 

self-predictioh that -'one's voluntary kineses cannot be deter-

mined (= predicted) by oneself. R~ faci-e., however, others' 

actions ivould still adLlit of being regarded as in-principle-

determ.inable~ This much already seems enough to sho'd that 

the determinacy of a given 1<...inesis has no "ontological" 

ground: i.e., that ·it \-lould not do to say that a given kinesis 

is determinate, or indeterminate,' \'iithout a. specif'ication 

as to the frame of reference. For a certain kinesic; in'vIhich 

! is involved, say, might be regarded by!;. as a "voluntaryll 

action, -'-- as a fre~ .action, --. ,;vhilst by ~ it might (or' 



so we may still assume at this stage) be regarded as inductive-

1y predictable. '!tIe shall. eventually see that even to assume 

that~ might predict kineses which! takes to be his (sc., !'s) 

O\<Tn voluntary kineses has its problems. 3 ]3ut these problems 

Whether a given kinesis is to be taken as determinate, 

then, \<lould ,seem to be a function of the frame of reference of 

the judge in question. So far, to go beyond this ... rould appear 

to be um'rarranted. So' for the sake of argument, we' ··shall 

consider the view that, relative to any given individual, cp~y 

his- ovm "voluntary kineses!! are in pr:;tnciple indeterminable. 

It vlill subsequently tr.anspire,. hm·rever, that suc.h a crude 

l1autonomismll' islogiceJ.ly l.Ultenable, and "\1e shall 'haveto look. 

for a different basis to which we might gear the concept of 

(apparent, or relative,) determinacy. 

Autonomism 

That, one's own 'behavioUr' m.~eaht be in-principle-:-

unpredictab:Le C:=indeterminate) , .... Thilst others' actions (more 

strictly, other' kineses) ire in princip::!..e predictable seems. 

to have been the starting-pointeo! D.F tI Pears' P'.!'Bclictinz_ 

~ Deciding. 4 . As we' saw e~rlier,,· the . a~thor . did eventually 

gravitate to the more radical positionJ',of saying that even cne' s 

o'.m behaviour (sc., Vtoluntary behaviour) is inductively 
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precli.ctable. That this position is inconsistent 'de have already· 

tried to shot·;. HOl·rever$ 'we have not yet testE?d the consistency 



of taking 011-1;:[ one fS ovm behaviour to be in-principle indeter-

minate. This we shall now try to do • 
. 

On the autonomlhstic tenet 11 T,.;hether a given kinesis is 

to be regarded as determinate would be a direct function of 
I 

the identity of the judge in question. The term fdetermi~ate', 

together with whatever correlates it might be understood· to 

have ('free', for instance, -- but this >'lould depend upon one~s 

usage), w'ould thus s~em to have talli:Em on the status of 

strictly egoCientric particulars t 5 in the Iollo\ving sense" viz. : 

that they would be rendered redundant by the concomitant use 

6f' the !first-person pronoun"; for I determinate' ,-lould never 

apply' to desc:riptions of voluntary "first-person!! kinesis, 

whilst ~indeterminable' '-lould never apply to any other person. 

In addition to this, of course, there is the factor 

that to interrret such terms as having an egocentric function 

would not accord \..rith the establis:g.ed use of these terms • 

. For then, the!re ,.lould be no way. o.f explaining h01r': these terms 

I 

have come to acquire a non-egocentric use at all: Even to say 

there has evolved a misuse .of these terms >'iould not do, for .. 

the following reason: for a definite misuse to be established 1 

different s·pe:a.1cers I-lould have to concur on this-. (m's) application - -

of the term;. and .to .. assume this "lould noJ~ be compatihle "lith 

assuming the terms to have origj_nally had an egocentric use 

at all. 
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~ausality as a Kantian categorl -- autonomism 

rejected 

It would seem, then, that the factor(s) to which the 

application of the term 'determinate I (together 1rlith whatever 

.correlat.;.es it illD..y be tc:;;ke,n toR-aye) is geared maY,not be 

pinned do\'msimply to the individual identity of the speaker 

(judge). At this junc~ure, a short look at what Kant's 

analysis of causality has to offer -- in so far as the concept 

of causality is logically related to that of determinacy --

might be in order. For Kant's analysis of causality appears 

to suggest, even if very indirectly, that, though the appli-

cation of the concept· of. determinacy might be relative, it 

must be re.lative LTl a vlay different from .that assumed in the 

simplistic sort of lIautonomisml! just discussed. 

:Now, the vneills on causality on which. we shall be 

drawing will be those put fo~ward in the earlier half of the 

Critique of Pure Reason: there seems to be a pronounced 

shift m-ray fI'om his ee.rlier vieirTs on causality in his second 

Critique ~ where freedom comes to be vie'Vred. as a sort of\ 

absolute cause or motive force~ But·this equivocacy on the 

part of Kant does not really interfere i'rith our analysis: 

suffice it to observe for 'oUr purpose that the_vi,~ws to ;-lhich 

we. shall be alluding p~rtain to the phase before Kant was 

tempted to ta.1:ce the "hypostatic lf viel"[ of cause--freedom which 

emerges :L'1. the second Critique,~ (q.vo, pas~) \I 
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NO~-l, '\'1e find that Kant ts earlier analysi!3 of causality 

suggests a relativity geared not so much to the identity of 

the individual judge t as to (what ,..;e might call) the category: 

of intelligence to l'fhich he belongs: thus. an individual 

belonging to th.e· same cognitive (or epistemic) category as the 

judge i<Tou.ld, ~ ?-y)?mthesi, concur with him. as to Ivhicg kinesis 

is to be regarded as determinate, and which as indeterminate. 

Nore closely:. 

For Kant, causality perta:i.lls o!J~y to the phenomenal 

realm, being merely a mode of interpreting or in-forming the 

world in terms of man's cognitive appatatus. Causality, then, 

is not a factor in the vlorld-in-ii;self. Rence, in principle, 

there might be beings.: of a different category6 who apprehend 

the world I.>lithou-c recourse to the factor of causali±-y. Nor 

;,'lould this have' to be regarded asa defect on their part. 

From this it wou.ld fo11m-[ that such causalla'<,[s as enable us 

to predict -- ioe. determi.ne -- the .behaviour of physical 

systems "iould also only be relative to oux particulc1.r cognitive 

apparatus.' To this extent t thcns determinacy vlouldbe 
"-

geared to the eategory-of--intellig,ence to \'lhich the judge in 

question belongs. 

From the point 'of vie,v of-humans,' moreover, human 

action, -- se., yoluntary action, -- vmuld pertain (still on 

the basis of the above conceptuD-l schem.e) not to the pheno-

menal bU.t to the nour..lenctl realm, and hence not be subject. to 
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causal determination. Yet this would not I,be to say that there 

" " . II 
is an ontological, ,--or, in Kantian langu~ge, transcendental, 

I 

difference bet"leen such human kinesis as :lis said to be volun-
I 

tary on the one hand, and other kineses of the other. This 

in spite of Kant's own failure to grant tJltis conolusion. 
I 

Thus, to be consistent, vle should I not drai'T an ontological, 

or "transcendentaJ.", line betwe~n h1ll!lan "tctions" and other 

kineses. For the sole diifference beh-leen Ithe tHO 'lrlould be that 
I 

,presentations of other kineses (-in-themse~lves) are nstrained 

throughll the. grid of the human COgnitive-J:ategory of causality, 
. I , 

while those of "voluntarY;!r human ki..TJ.eses fe not. 

9ausali,t;z, then, is to hav'e no r$le to play in 'che 
I 

explanation of ontological or ~ ~ dif~erences; on the same 

I sb.o'.-ring, it .. lould not do to subsoribe to f concept of absolu.te 
I 

det~?linac;z:,in so far as the question as I to ' ..... hether a given 
I 

kinesis is to be viewed as determ;ned is meared to the factor as 

to whether its cp.uses can be (pre-)determlned. ~'Jhat may be 
I 

said, hm'fever, is that relative to the aglnt in question, is e g 

"Vlhere the identity of the JUG,ge coincides i""ith that of the 

agent, his own I!voluntary1! kineses ' ..... ould ~ever be subject to the 

sort of causes w}:1..ichhe presumes to (or rather, govern) 

other:Ln'syances of behaviour;' 

It might be noted that Kant, in l*ter exposition, erred 

eritically in saying that freedom, as d " 1" . ~ t" ~S~lIlC~ Irom causa ~on, 

I 

is absolute. For it.may be seen that the1freea.om from 
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(phenomenal) causes that human "a~::tion" :is suppos>3 d' to haTe is a 

consequence of the very suspension of the application of the 

causality-category_ If that category had been applied (per 

~_o_s_s_i_b_i1_e_') to human "action", then the latter '~lould no longer 

be free in the Kantian sense. But this would also be to say, in 

effect, that, to the in-principle,-conceivablebeings who 

apprehend the world without using the causality-category at 

all, there need be no difference between il;he sort of presen

tation to I'Thich ,humans do apply the category in question, and the 

sort of presenta,tion to' 'which they do not, apply that 

category. 

Lengthy Kantian exeges:ls lrlould of' course be irI!elevant 

to our present purpose. This much, hOi"ever, has been to 

suggest one possible comH~ptual scheme under which the concept 

of determinacy would be neither 

a) absolute, as it is held to be under (I.o.placean, or lihard1t ) 

deterwinism; for the question as to whether a given kinesis is 

to be viel'led as determinate Hould turn upon the question as to 

wlj.ether its causes can be ascertained, all!d the latter in turn 

has been seen to be relative to the judgets cognitive 

apparatus; 

nor 

. b) vlould it be relative in the strictly autonomisticsense 

--i.e., that the deterrrl.ne.cy of a kinesis. is a function: of 

the individual identity of the judge. 
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Instead, ... ",e have a concept of determinacy where j.t is 

taken as bej.ng relative to the cognitive apparatu.s of the 

judge. That the Kantian scheme is open to logical objections 

has been m~de much of. But whether or not the scheme is itself 

consistent, it is relevant.here to suggest a general direction 
'., . I 

in which we might seek a consistent interpretation of the 

concept of determinacy. itlhat has been said here is neither. pur-

ported to be Kant's vie'ltTs on determinism, nor is it a defence 

of his views in this connection. Using the sort of conceptual 

scheme suggested, hOlrlCve.r, as a tentative indication of the 

sort· of;conceptuaJ. scheme that would be tenable in· the fiJlal 

analysis, vIe shalJ_ now proceed to the agency-observation 

distinction. 

Nomol06cal vex'sus causal determ:i;"'la~ 

The gist of the agency-observatmon distinction has 

already been given in the opening section of this chapter. 

We shall .no\'1 try to analyse the fact.ors that seem to call for 

such a distinotion~ The r-:::maincler of this chapter may be seen 

as a consideration of these factors in thej_r various aspects. 

It might be in order to prelude this discussion with a 

general remat'k: The agency-ob,scrva.tion distLTlction may be seen 

as, :L'"lter ~, an extension of the impossibility-of-self

prediction !lrv~ell (cf. p. 7 at se.~le, ~up.ra.) But whereas the 

latter Ifrule ll ¥iou~d only filter out the possibility of pre-

dieting one's ovm voluntary kineses~ the distinction presently 

to be given 'dQuld pr-ecl1.lde the prediction of ~& act (kinesis 
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taken to involve agency) regarded to be intelligent, whether 

or not it is interpreted to be performed by the judge himself. 

That "acts" other than one's own might have to be regarded as 

indeterminable relative to any given judge has already tentative-

Iy been suggested j.n the preceding section, wl;ere ;'fe consi.dered, 

if only in gerneral terms t the possibility tha-l; determinacy 

might be geared not to the individual identity of the judge, 

but rather to his/its cognitive a:pparatus. 

Before going further, it might be as "Tell to try to 

disentangle t,'I'O strands in the concept of "determination'" ''ihicn 

have. often been confused. It ~'lill subsequently be seen that the 

two senses are complementary to each other. 

The facets to be distinguished may tentatively be 

labelled: 

i) the 2ausal, 

and 

ii) the nomo?_ogical 

senses of 'd.etermination' respectively. 

i) The causal sense is appaJ.~ent in such sentences as: 

Alexander's expeditions determined the course 

of history. 

Here, vfe find that the individual (or the event?) vlhich does 

the determining interferes "lith, has a def:inite hand in, the 

realm of events it is said to determine. Here, then, the de-

terminant has the capac:ity of an ~§ent ~~d enters into the level of 
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events-determined. 

ii) An antithetical sense of 'determination' is manifest· 

in, e.g., 

The physicist determined the perL~elion of 

14:~er9''t~'Y • 

Here, the one that does the determining has the rSle of an 

observer, or calculator, and is logically precluded from 

',EaJ:'ticipating on the level of events which he/it ms said to 

Udetermine ll. The physicist here is said to "determine!! the pa-th, 

or part of the path, of Hercury in so far as he does one of 

t"TO things: 

a) calcula.te it in accordance "lith established ~; 

b) observe it !'neutrally!: ~~ deliberately acting so 

as to "causel! the object he is tracking to behave in any parti ... 

cu1iU~ Hay, rather than in any other. 

In both (a) and (b), then, the determining element 

viz., the physicist, -- is, at least :Ln, principle, causalll._ 

non-determinant. Rather, the one that IIdetermineso the e~ent 

in question is sa,id 'co do so merely in the nomologica;!:, sense; 

this generic term is ,·;derived from (a), where laws come explicit

ly into play, but we use it to cover (b) a.s "Tell f in order to 

distinguish it from the contrary, vizCl the HEausal-determinant", 

sense, True,' the individual. vlh~ seeks t·o determ:i.ne a certain 

.course of events in the ncausal!1 sense might have to do some 
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. determination in the other sense as \'lell, but he would have to 

" 

do so on a different level from that of direct relevance to the 

present issue. 

From this distinction bet\veen the tvlO complementary 

senses of 'determination', it \'19~t1,d:ollo1'J that one could only 

nomologically determine a certain train of' events if' one Irknoi'Jing-

l;y:1' did not Ll1terfere with that tr'ain of' events. Thus one could 

only nomologically determine a. certain train pf' events if' one 

decided not to playa r'dle' in ,i:t. This point vIill take on more 

significance in connection with the later discussion of' the re-

1 t · b t d t· d . t . 1 . • .... 8a a ~on e ween e 'er~nacy an co~~un~ca ~on- ~~~s. 

Alternatively, the point might be expressed as follmvs: 

if' one chose to be an ~gent on a given level of events, then 

one would logically be precluded from predicting -- hence, from 

nomologically determining, -- events on. that particular level. 

Hence, to say tha.t ! might determLl1e a givencou:bse of 

events, would be ambiguous: for he might determine it causall;:.:.. 

without determining it nomoloJ£~,.c2.ll.J.. And the nomological 

sense of' 'determine' alone is thcd; 1rihich :ts strictly speaking 

involved in the concept(s) of determinism and determinacy. 

iili th one f s Oi'In IIvoluntaryff kineses t one decides to 

determine a certain course of events-- hOitlever short --

:caus2~llZ~,. Thus, for instance, when one decides to tJ:>...rC'ltl a ball, 

one seeks to causally-determine the trajectory of' the ball.
8b 

(Awaittedly, this is not a very rigorous formulation: one does 



not have the exact traje.ctory in mind when one decides to throw 

a ball. But for the present purpose, this description should be 

adequate.) With regard to one's ovm voluntary kineses, then, 

one decides to cause them in the capacity of agent, but one 

does not determine them as an observer, in the nomological sense 

of 'determine'. 

In the example given, in so far 0.$ one's throwing the 

ball is to be taken as voluntary, one 1.-[ou1d be teleologically 

piased towards the event of the ball's being thro1.-rn as against 

its not being thrOim. Thus one ' .. ,ould not be in a position to 

observe the outcome as B: ~ phenomenon, '-lith a neutral eye. 

But to e..nother individual, 9!, .... That ~.c,reg8.rds as his O\Vll 

voluntary kineses may, at least E:~ facie, be observed as a 

"mere ll phenomenon, to the extent that A is E:.£! involved in it 

qua agent (or does not sappose himself to be so involve·d). 

(Suhsequently, this position will have to be qualified, but to 

enter into these qualifications vlOuld not be relevant at present: 

see section on Others' Actions, infra 7 ) ---
First- versus second-order terms 

To interpret a kinesis as:a voluntary act, \..,re should 

have to "read'! intelligence "into" the supposed agent ~ But in 

order to speak in terms of intelligence, 1-ve should have to do 

so on a different level from· that on which i'le speak of events 

as mere observed phenomena,~b specie naturae~ Thus we should 

have an t:agency" level-ai-discourse, as distinct from an 
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tfobservationll level-oi-discourse. The terms V!e use when speaking 

on the .former leve-l \'i'e shall call 'second-order terms', those 

in which ,ve speak of events~ ~cie naturae, ifirst-order 

t,el~ms' • The remidnder of this section 1.-lill be an attempt to 

explicate this terminology, and to clarify and defend the posi-

tion to \'Ihich it is geared. 

The extent to which a voluntary agent must be supposed , 

for the sake of consistency, to be at the same time an ~lligent 

agent may perhaps be seen from the folloHing considerations: 

For A to be regarded as a lIyollmtary1T agent, he \-lould, 

inter alia, ha~e to be involved in a kinesis which conforms to his 

decision, desire, or what in general involves lIintentionalityrr. 

But this in turn ',.,ould involve his Toe.ing able to tell Hhen :l 

the kinesis in question may be said to have oc~urredt and \vhen 

it may not. That is to say, A must be able to observe ""hat 

sort of phenomenon ,or phenomena are peculiar to the occurI'ence 

of the kinesis in question. And this in turn 'vould be to say 

that in order for B to come to the .jud.gement that !::. is a 

voluntary agent, he (sc., .£) \<Tould have to l!observe lllO that 

A can observe. Eut B's Tiobservation rr of Ats observation--
potential ""ould have to be regarded (for consistency's sa};:e) 

as being of a higher logical order than !:=!s.observa.tion-as-

judged-by-.;§.., The distinction in leyels here me,y be seen to be 

isomorn:P..ic (but not identical) to the more familiar one of 
~ --

obJ'ect --el~ tIS ·met'.., l··n,.,.tla~r:>· _1i'or Bis lfobs.er-,ra,t--ic.nI1 of __ A,;.'s .. - ,.- v S ", C(-.ct "" IS~" ' v_ 
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observation might be expressed some'what as follm-ls: 

A said, 'The cat sat on the mat'. 

1rlhich, in ~, ,v-oul,d be in the meta-language. As against 

this, A's observation, 

The cat sat on the mat. 

would be in the object-language. 

To say that! is a voluntary agent,then, would presup-

pose the tenet that A is an observer, or a potential observer. 

For he must be able to tell what phenomena (i.el observations) 

are peculiar to the (voluntary) kinesis in question,'and hence, 

m}tSt be able to observe the 1<-inesis" If he were not able to 

distinguish this from other kineses jt then the kinesis in question 

cannot intelligibly be said to be voluntary. Granted that to 

say that! is a voluntary agent is to say (inter .alia.) that he 

is a potential observer, then to speak dtnterms of voluntary acts 

or agents would be to speak on a higher level from that on 

vlhich ... 18 speak of mere (lIunintelJ.igentli) phenomena. 

We thus say that to spea~ in terms of the latter is to 

spea.~ in first-order terms, \'lhilst to speak in terms of voluntary 

acts, intelligence, or any other concept involving that of the 

potential to observe is to speak in second-order terms. First-

order terms, then, pertain to the tlobservationli-level of dis-

coUrse, as opposed to second-order termB which pertain to the 

In the secondo-order terms ar-e applied 



when the judge and tragenttl co-incide -- i.,e., ""hen one refers 

to one's 01-In voluntary kineses. Hence tlj.e opposition betvleen 

this level of reference and the lIobservation!!-level of dis-

course, where the judge is involved merely in the capacity of 

observer "ltlith respect to the fi.eld of events referred to.ll 

Supposing, however, that vie .:were nm'l to introduce the factor of 

colinguality and the possibility of the judge's communicating his 

predictions to the "lould-be agent, hO"ltleVer, it may be seen that 

second-order terms may be extended to others. But this is a . 

problem that we shall begin to look at j~ the section on Others' 

Actio~s., and, more closely, in the final chapter. 

The distinction misavplied: O'Shaughnessy's 

·!,Observa tion and the iflill' 

In the present section, we shall try to analyse briefly 

the respective fallacies attendant upon 

a) assuming that there is an ontological di.fference betvTeen 

the sort of kinesis one regards .as voluntary and the sort of 

kinesis !hne regards sub spe~ ;:;n::.:;a.;..;t:..;u:.;:..r:..;a~e.;;.: 

b) assu.mi.ng that (in O'Shaughnessyfs words) If there is no 

companble diffioulty posed by the idea of observing the action 

of others .... II ,l3 as against that posed by that of observing 

one 's o~m action~ 

Both these fallacies have been committed in a context ".vhere the 

:impossibi.lity of the agent IS observing his o,'ffi act is in fact 

conceded -...: viz., in Brie...ll OIShauglmessy!s Ob~.~vation and 
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the ~Ij"ill. . ,. . 

The two fallacies will be analysed in turn, the former 

at more length -- for the latter opens on to the problem of 

others' actions, a problem to be probed more closely in sub-

sequent sections, as we have mentioned-·:time and again. To 

begin \'fith, a brief prelirn.inaryanalysis of the a.gency-observa.tion 

distinction to the extent that it :Lscgranted in the article in 

ques~ion •. 

In O'Shaughnessy's somewhat figurative terms: 

'Suppose you are engaged in an action like ••• 

writing a letter, and supp:>se that you begi.n 

follo;,~rs : 

to wonder why ... "you ca.Tlnot observe that acticn. 

Then I think lOne of '~he mcst natural ans~vers 

to come to mind is as folloirls. It is the essen

tial funotion cf cbservation'~ to apprise us ef the 

werld we inhabit t 1:Jhereas this that I am dcing is 

still ef my 1,vcrld. This is not yet a part ef 

nature, of the status .9.~, ef what is, but ~s on 

the brink -- en the brink of becoming so.,l~ 

In less poetic terms, th'8 a..'·lalysis of this might be as 

One cannot observe oneis acticn because the ki:nesis in 

\'lhich it ccnsists has not yet be~erformed" Once it has 

been perfcrmed, i J
.:; is no lcnger an act; on as such, but a 

fait accom1?I,;!;, which, being past, is beyond ebservation .. 

In a sense, i-lhen one sets cut, ~ ~s;bile1 tc observe 

, II '- ° II' ° J k O ~n ..... ros......,~ct ~ all observation one s actl.on ~ lOne :l.S .OO1.2J.g -'- ~'/ 1:''' _G" 

-_ ..... ,,_ .... ~ 



consists in seeing "i'lhat i'lili happen nextU , with a neutral, 

and, i.n a sense,inq1.1isitive, eye. One asks, 'V'Illat will 

happen next?. Then one observes the occurrence in the next 

iJlstamt, and one t s question is ans,,,ered o But now, if vrhat 

one sets out to observe is one's' o"m action, one could no 

longer ask, IHhat \'lill happen next?' -- for the simple reason 

that one has decided, \-,hat is to happen next. 

It may, of course, happen that one's decision is sub-

sequently th"larted by (\ ..... hat "lould normaltly be called) eJ\..-ternal 

circumstances: One may for instance decide to pick up article 

!, then find that someone else ends up'?ppr6p~iating it instead, 

before one can do so oneself. But in that event, ;"le should 

say, not so much that onets observation has turned out contrary 

to one fS p!,edictioD;t or even expc1ctation, as that one IS 

decision has failed to be realised. The decision itself is 

not altered, and the fact remains that one has decided in 

advance ."hat is to (ifsoll',! rather tha..."1. !i~") happen next. 

Hhat one obse'i'v~, then, gives one information, but 1t.,rhat one 

"perform~ ~ ~~ent has already been decided and is hence beyond 

novelty and beyond observation. 

a) , Having apprehended the 10gicaJ. disparity beh-reen 

perform..-t.ng a 'ld.nesis and o.bserving it, ho\-rever, 0 t Shaughnessy 

goes on to commit the all-too-familiar error of holcU.ng that 

'By'action ';..re irreducibly alter the state of 
'!.. .' .14b tue ll.i1.l.verse· 
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("There by '-vie', 0 'Shaughnessy presU!llably means: .human beings t 
" . .. ~ 

and possibly such animals as hUmans might credit with the 

. pot'ential for voluntary action,) and that 

'We are tutimatc sources of change L~ the environment 

in a way a river or hUI'rican.e is not. ,15 

It may be seen on analysis that.each of these statements refers 

both on the agency-level of discourse and on the observation-

level. If this is so, then the statements would be logically 

at fault. 

To take the first statement, for it will be seen 

that the second one poses the same problem as the first): 

It is apparent that this statement is comnutted to both levels 

of discourse at once, in so far as it contoins simultaneous 

references to "aation!l and to lIuniversel!, \'lhere by the latter 

term, 0 'Shaug:!:L'1essy seems to understand tlj.e realm of "natural" 

observe,p- events. For if the term \'Iere understood to comprehend 

all events at large, then to say that some of these (viz., 

!factionsl!) "irredu.cibly alter" the whole train of events would 

be unintelligible, Hence the implication that !laction" is 

something over and above the vlorld of .observed events, . and 

thus £ntologicall;y: different from such phenomena. vIe shall 

nOi<1 try to see where this position errs, "V"lith specific rei'er'imce 

to the dichotomy postu~ated bet",reen "action" and the "natu:"('al rr 

"U..'1iverse. 

To say that action ,?-lte~ the nahu'al order of events 



is to say that action (again ) ~.~ the na tural causal order 

the order established, ~ ElPothcs~, on e~pirical investi-

gations. What would then result on the imposition of this 

literally supernatural "action!! t then, '''ould be something not 

in a ccordanc e with the causa l order. He nce the w6r ld at 

la.rge, being an intorple.y of such qua si-divine interference on 

the one hand and !!natural!! -events on the other, could not con

sistently be seen as pertaining to any causal order o.t all. 16 

Or if a causal order i s pos tula t e d at a hie;her level so as to 

take into account this quasi-divine interference, then this 

ne,dy found order "lould govern tho Horld at large, so tha t it 

vlOttld L18J( 8 no sense to speak of "action!! ( part of this order) 

C'.s altering the rest of the order. It ma.y also be seen that if 

by action He alter the nature,l order, then the action, or 

activity, of scientific investigation itself would impede the 

very (c ausal ) order it is supposed to try to nomologica.J.ly-

deterffiine. (Cf. the Indetermina cy Principle. Also see critmcism 

of ~'l. Vlickts Tru~~~J?e 1?.!.. ..!.2._E!2ecloill ,17b Chapter 2:11, infra . ) 

That this is i mpos s ibl e , h OHever, is, as .... rc have tried to see, 

the v ery bas i s of t he age ncy-obs erva tion d i s tinction. That 

action flirre ducibly a lters!! t h e state of t he universe t hus doe s 

not admit of beiuG concurrently h eld \-;ith t he dist inction 

mentione d. 

It viill be ,s ee n t ho.t t] ~c a bove a r gument is structu:rally 

s i.m:LJ. '-'..r to t be es t ecb l:Ls h cd r ei'ute,tion of t he t e !lc t of divine 
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interference: in both cases, the attempt to postulate an order 

02 events above the natural one may be shmm to result in 

either a dissolution of the natural. order, or in the Hsuper-

natural" order being engulfed in the natural one. If the tenet 

. of div.ine inte.~fcrence isl.q~:i:2ig:;;;Uy"insv.PlJortable, then so, by 

the same token, is. the tenet in 1lsupernatural" human inter-

ference. And if the statement thai:; action irreducibly alters 

the l.iorld is untenable, then so is the view that Ilwe (sc., 

human beings, and p.ossibly such animals as humans credit "!"Tith 

the potential for vol~ntary action) are ultimate sources of 

change in the environment in a "'~'ay (natural objects) are not,," 17 

More on this, hOvlever, in the follm'J"ing chapter. 

Before leaving the point at issue, perhaps it "lould 

be relevant to try to see 1:There the impression of the 

lIirreducible!l potential for changing the universe has cropped 

in, and ,'Thy it dissolves on scrutiny: 

The kinesis ·1tlhich one IS prospective act constitutes, --

e.g. the depression of a button, -- comes to be vievled. teleo-

logically, as against ~~ specie nat'urae. " , .. _ ... By the same token, 

to the extent that the complementary event (the event whose 

possibility is complementary to that of the prospective act, 

-- in this case, the button's remaining unde'pressed) is not 

vie\,red tGleologicallYf it is considered as a natural event. 

Hence, the teleologically vie,'reel even:l; -- one t s prospective 

act, -- comes to be vieVled 9 at the same time, asrunn:t:n.g ,count.ex: 

r 
.! 



to the nat~ ordexo Thus, if ! decides to press the button, 

and we ask hiIn., 'Ho1'! do you knm'f VOu 1'lill press the button?' t 
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it would be irrelevant for him to reply, 'Because the event is 

predictable from known causal laws.', o~ anything to that effecto 

:r;,nstead, the most rl9as9!1~ble sort of. r.cply! co.ul.d make 'dould be 

something like, ~Because I've decided to and my mind is made 

up.' 

The answer',. that is to say, ,'fould ha.ve to be in second

order terms, such as 'decided'. And it ~5 these terms that give 

a sembla.."1ce of the 1'supernatural" to those kineses 1,'inich one 

views as one's acts, in so far as such terms are not on the 

1Iobservation"-level of discourse. That it "lOuld hevertheless be 

fallaciou..s to vieiv one's acts, or the kineses constituting one's 

acts, as being ontologically disparate from "naturalll events 

wo have" already tried to discuss. 

b) NOi~- to analyse briefly the second fallacy, viz., that of 

viewing lithe actions of others ll as l'of the i'lorld lf o This vie'-i 

comes dangerously near to what we have termed lIautonomismfl, if 

it does not lead us right into it. 
18 

To the extent that others' actions are (per imEossibil~) 

taJ:en as be:tngHof the .. '<'OrId", . they cannot be simultaneously 

regarded as being capable of nirreducibly a.lteringll the ,.,rorld. 

The reasons for saying this vie have a~ready discu,ssed ea-rlier 

in this section~ And if they cannot be regarded as having tr.d.s 

potential, then it bec-ames difficult to see to \-lhat extent they 
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are (on O'Shaughnessy's scheme) to be regarded as llactionsll 

at all.. For we are at the same time supposed to' assume that 

action.--sc., action. at large, -- irreducibly alters the world. 

Hence it seems \.;e would have an inconsistent terminology .. 

This aside, it would seem that whether a given kinesis is to, ,be 

viewed as a 1!-~1orld-altering action" .'wuld turn upon the identmty 

of the individual judge-~-agent. And this would be, in 

effect, to take us back to autonomism. 

To hold that a e?iven kinesis constitutes an "action ii 

viz., another's action, ... - end at the same time to hold that it 

is lIobservablef! and !lof the worlc1 ft 1. v·lould thus seem· to be incon-

sistent with the ass:..:..mption that "by action~ve irreo,ucibly 

altern the 1tiorld. Or, if it is to be argued that some actions 

viz., !l others t actions ", -- do not alter the ,'forld in the same 

"irreducible 17 sense as one t s m·m actions do, then it \'Iould 

seem 

i) thEtt "ihat constitutes anr.:,ctioll at <'1.11 has not yet be~J1 

clar:i.f.i.c c1.; 

ii) Irlhether or not an aotion, hOivever defined, is 1!ll of the 

world" Vlou.ld turn upon the identity of the individuaJ. judge, 

and hence the llworldliness!l' of an action Ce.n have no ontological 

Others f .• Actions 

Even on the assum.ption of a rudiIl1entary sort of 

. b ."" t· ,. .b '\-,' ." agency-o scx~"tEtt~on a:u31.!lc'CJ..O!l, suc_ as -r;'~La't; aSSUJJ1ea l.!l 
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o fShaughne,ssy's .2E~::::ration and the. }'Iill, it thus seems, '\-Ie 

should remain ,\-lith the 'difficulty of explaining hm'l the term 

"action' came to be applied to kineses in which one is not 

directly involved. This immediateJLy suggests an affinity with 

the more fami.liar problem of "Other l-tinds rr. It "!rlill sub,... 

aequently be arg"Ued that both are in fact aspects of the same 

issue, viz., that of ascribing l1int.elligence fl , --or, ,,,hat 

amolmts to the same' thing, l1observation-pojrentialll , -- to 

others. "l-1e shall be argui:.'lg,too, that even so-ca.lled Bothers I 

actions1!, in so far as they are taken to be actions, are in 

principle not observable, --or, more strictly, not-observed,--

as being 110f the world!!, as opposed to the sort of event taken 

into account in (classi.cal) mochanics. 

That the ascripti.on. of agency to an individual also· 

involves ascribj.ng observation-potenti.?,l to the latter, ''l-Ie have 

already' disCUi3secl (see pp .. 51 ff., ~E'a). T.hat it. would, in 

addition., . involve a .. degreeof. colinguali~y petweeI): judge ap.d .. 
. . ":. .' . . 

supposed-agent seems to be suggested. by the follouing conGi~· 

deration, viz,.: 

In .so i'ar as the sup:oosed agent is interpreted as 

. having o'oservation':'potential ~ he may be taken as COilllIlunicating 

his presumed obset'v.ation to the' i:ndividual Hho judges him to 

have ebse:l'iTer-potential" Tha.t the message re8.o. m-i ght be 

unintended or m.is:i..nterpreted is fer :the roomej,lt irrelevant., It 



different judge-rlagent'r pairs. It may also b~ seen that such 

c;;olinguality, in so far as it is geared t.o the factor of 

observation-potential, can hold only bet\veen judge and nresumed-. r ___ 

agent, E:E! between judge and presumed I1mere phenomenon". For. 

the possibility of a presumed "mer.e ~enomeno'Tl~ having 
"~ "', "'fi'/:<:':' ::...t\I~'; .. ",! '\~::~";~'"'' ",:';"J.,(;" '. 

observer-potential . . is logically precluded. (See pp. 51 ff. t 

surr~. Cfo also clarification and elaboration of this argunent, 

. Chapter III, passim.) 

Supposing, then, that we had a judge-!lagentl! pair, 

!:. and!!, such that !. and B could communicate with each other 

to the extent that A could inform B of A's pred.ictions of Bis 

voluntary ~inescs. 

Then A 'It[ould be able vto teJ~ Eo 'ltihat the latter \'lould, 

e.g •. , Hdccide H ,to do in the'"next instant. lIere,~'le, should have 

a recurrence, -- or at any rate, overtdmes of, the :paradox of 

self-prccliction (cf. pp. 7 ff.', .?E.EE). 

And yet, granted that in :principle the judge (viz., !) 

could. ob.se:cve Hallothe:r."s actions!! (viz." !!'s), then there 

should be no inconsistency in §.~.E.P.osinJ~ that! could predict 

~fS actions. At least, not until a proviso has been given as 

. to t-Ihat sort of instance i'lould admit of -being .9bser:ve~ . (SC., 

s1.lbseqll.ently try to discuss, ho'tleyer~ the inconsistency involved 

in entertaining. the possj_bility of . predicting presUmec1.-to-,pe-

I)bser1[iS\'·· 
---:"---' 



. others r presumed-to-be-act:i.ons, in the same. way as we observe 

'the behav:Lourof statist:Lcal-niechCL71Lical (Ilclocblork"~ systems. 

The relat.ionship bet'Vleen the ascription of (intelligen'c) 

agency, observation,and prediction, ."ill thus form the' subject 
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CHAPl'ER III 

/\ -LANGU~GE .• 

In the second chapter t ;,va have tried to :"iOrk tov.rards a 

consistent alternative to the concept of absolute determinacy. 

'kie had also tried to suggest that., even if the concept in 

question is to be irie1ried as being in some sense relative to 

the frame of reference, it w01..ud not aWnit of beinJseared, simply 

tc? the identity 9f the indivic1u9.l 'Nho uses it. For to regard 

onll one's .. olm voluntary kineses a.s b~ing in-principle in-

determ.inable vrould pose logical problems of its olm. 

In so far as the factor of detElrn1inacy involves that 

of nomological-deternlination, a.7J.d in so',·fara.."3 thc;,.latter in. 

turn involves that of observation (pp,. 48 ff .. , E..~) 1 the 

a'bov-eproblem opens onto the question as to 'Hhether only one IS 

o,'m "acts 11 a:ee in principle unobservable (sc., slfb sneci,e 
.:. ..... -. 

As "('iTa have seen" one of the problems posed, by 

.L. • ( LLl ~ ~ ) • t" '.s:o' t' . ~ ons"' J.. e· ... .1-au '"onOmJ.Sffi, pp., r. I'I~, E.upra, :LS -na"C, ~.!.', J. J.S ·J.nc _ -'-S"· ...... II 

to entertain the possibility of self-,prediction, then, on .the 

same shmdng, \'Ie should l)reclu.cl.l} the possibility of the 

B.gent IS being ~bl"';r:~~ of predict·io:n.s of his. oimvolu.. .. Tcary 



in Principle predictable, and if the judge in question could 

communicate his predictions, and the grounds of t1?ese, to the 
. 

would-be agent, then the agent would (per ~ssibile) be in 
. 

access to predictions of his Oi-m lIactionstr _ Hence ,fe should 

have a reCl~rence of, or a close variation on, the ~passe 

presented .by the:paradox of self-prediction. 

Thus .. it 1f.rou.ld s.eem that an analysis of the factors to 

"/hich the application of the conce.pt of determinacy is relative 

would have to take into account the element of colinguality 1'-

the eJ,..'tent to '"Thich communication might be assumed to hold 

bet'"leen ju.dge and presumed agent., This element is to· "playa 

significant role in the pi'esent chapter. Eventually, we shaD. 

try to suggest that determ:L11s..cy may be seen to be relative to 

the factor of /\ -languagE;_ 

The· •. forill"ll.lation of the latter concept Houldinvolve an 

analysis of the extent t.o irlhich the judge1s application of 

se.cond..-order te:r~f3' SUC~1 as. !fr~edom\ o!"intell.igence',' is 

o-e 81'8" t: 0 (oj nte-f ' ;::) 'I~' ;...) the wa:~ in "Thieh f._i"r3t:.~ order terms·mif.'r:hi o G ~", U v __ ... _"-.:.;,. ;..::..~~~ _ .~ _, 

be annlied to himself e 
-~" ---

Before being in·a position to formulate the concept of 

1\-langUR,ge, hOl;lever~ He.shall fU:st have to try to discuss 
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the faJ.lacy of sup:posing second-order 'term.>.s to have an ontological 

bas:l.s in the S81"O.C vlay as do fir'st -order terms. Tb.is "rill be 

H.ere ,Q v.lfi _ ·f:Lnd. i.Tj, effect D. cor!.c0ssio:n of the. 1 0a 1"":"'0";0 7 "1. ' a.'"""; '-"'I .... ):""i~j .... ~ t:r: • .::::.~_.:.:.::-_"-.=:.?~.~-'-. 
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bet'-Teeh fi.rst- (in ~'lick IS terms, !lempiricalll ) ?Jld second (lIca."1oni-. 

. "",j,CaQlI). order terms, concurre:r:tly: "dth the. attempt to place them 

on the sameontol?gical bas:is. To this ext'ent, ~'Ticklsposition 

seems antithetical to certain implications in ° fShaugr..nessy 's 

"a""+~ "1, 2 .• h"'.... .,..., ,. '" ,+' . 
. o;;.7,,~-;-:~ e,~' , ': ,.~~ e .C:--,lA?'7"n.,a:ry, sort of agency-observation distinc-

tion leads --though not ahTays consistently> -- to an autonomism 

where the observability of a kinesis comes to be geared. to the 

identity of the individual jUdge.4 

The appl,ication of second-order terms is geared to 

empirical factors, but only in a 'day relative to the /\ -language 

beti.'leen judge and agent. Hence the implication in Hick's paper 

that freedom, ~o~ instance, has a:Q, applica,tion independent of 

.'Tho is 'using the concept would be erroneous.. And i.·/hat goes for 

freedom 'Houlc1. g'o for all secon.a.-ordcr terms at larg~ ... 

i'jick,'s c::m.s~t::;i$; of If,,l.C!tiy:Lt:i.c{';3cnaractorist:ic. of - ,~ --2"~-"-"'''-----------

intell:i,P,GIl:G6 u..? ---' --,~-"" 
So far, OlSht'tughn,essyt,g thesis S801flS to have left us 

do in practice refer to ot11e1'S a.s a,gents, or performers of 

"actiens". F'o:c if' only OU2~ C<Wll actiens '~,je:re in principle 

w,'J.observable <me!. tinct of the l'iOrldu , then unebservcl.bility and 

~lotheri'Terldlinessfl could. net cClllstitute crite.ria as to. '\-igat 

sort of kinesis qualifies as an !lac:ti,enll :1...11 general. And no. 

differ\~ntiae had been suggestec.l fer flaction" other than ---... ~""- , 

flother\'rOl~ldlinossfl, and uno~ose'!'yaoili.ty.. This much ',';e have 



already seen. 

How, in·Wick's Truth's Debt to Freedom, vie fi..'rJ.d, prima 

facie, at least, ariissue from this debacle •. For vlick attempts 

to' interpret riactivit:tes characteristic of :int'elligence tr as 

so that whether a given kinesis is to be considered "not. of the 

world" or "not in natureiT would no longer depend upon the 
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identity' of the individual judge. Thus, an ex.i.t seems to emerge' 

from the difficulty of ascribing !faction" to others. 

RO~'Tever, on further analysis, it villI be found that to 

assume an ontological difference bet\l/een 1Ii..'"ltelleigent activities" 7 

on the one hand and "natural" h:irLeses on the other would not be 

compatible .. lith t1l.e distinction betvleen first- and second-order _ . -

must, if one is to be consi.stent, be made ,·[hate-/er oners term..i.no-

logy or conceptual sehe-me. 

Before proceeclin~ to find a genuine solution to the 

problem at ha-'1ld, i"e shall first ha'\T6 to look at Hick 1 j3 thesis: 

The author tries to a:t."'gn0, 

8.) that intelligent act.ivity in general cannot t in consis-, 

tency, be explained in terms of empirical causes, -- at least 

not. qua. intelligent activity; 

b) that ~ to this extent 1 such activity J..S to be vie':red as 

-------.~-----.• ------.. ------.-
* 



flfree". 

That such activity cannot consistently be explained 

in accordance ,,-lith causal la1;[s, such as "lOuld enable it to be 

predicted by the agent, we haye a).ready discussed.. However, 

. the. indic.a,t,iu.ns. so far also. s.e,em. to bc .. against .vie,dng such 

activity as !rfree fl 'tlithout provisions. (That such activity is 

"frean, in the sense of 'free from .~~atural causal lai'IS t, has 

already been j~pliGit in O'ShaugD~essy's paper, of course, --

where action (i.e. intelligent actiYity in general) vlo.S deemed 

to have a rr.,.lOrld-altermng" ("Ihieh is tantamo1.mt. to "world-

defyingf!) potential.. But, as "Ie have seen, this aspect of the 

paper had never been rendered compatible "lith tho autonomistic 

aspect of it.) 

that 

Neanwhile, to recur to I'lick I s paper: here, it is said 

:; ••• all talk of' truth. w01..Llc1. be utterly ~ntl~s 

if there -:"Ter:e'nothing to it but causal influences 

that induced me to say or; think this, v/hile 

causing you to opine !--~~~.! -- nor indeed "\lOuld 

:it make any sense to taJlk. of thinking or opining, 

.-rhich involves reference both to an object and 

to an objective"! vrhich is thinking what is in 
~ t '1-- ,.7b ::: ac "\;.ue case •. 

By tobje(~tive t here, the author may be presu.lIlcd to be 

referring to the !!empirical event" of opini11.g or thinking 

(thOltgh wj1.etheJ.' thLnj-:::ing thcd:;-.:e. may be vie',{ed as ',a fi.nite evant 
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be alluding to the o.pinion opined. ('lTiz. t that-.12). That a 

simultaneous reference to both object and objective involves 

logical difficulties may once again be seen from the object!" 

language/meta-language distinction ,-.,..to leave aside for the 

mom t t 'ne f' t d t m/ ddt d' t· ·t . 8 en lrs -or er ersecon -or er erm J.S :L11C lone 

For on the assumptiontthat a g:i.ve:n sentence cannot be on more 

than one logical level (object-language level, meta-languag~ 

level, etc c ) at once, it 1,vould be un"'iarra..Tlted to interpret a 

sentence describing em opinio1101:' thought as describinE ~ 

an object ~ an objective. 

Thus far, at least, 1:I:i.ck seems to have apprehended a 

genuine problem: logical errors nre consequent upon IltaJJcing 

about truth" on a par i'lith ta.1..1dng about empi:rical events (e.g. 

kineses). But eventually~ he is led tomalcea."l ontological. 

distinction betvleen 1r.Jhat might 'oe termed truth-involving events 

andothex' (Hnatu.ral ll ) events, in, the ~ense; that he takes truth-· 
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involviilg· events as bein'" diffe:::.'ent tnin!=ts from "natlll"'aln events c o _,;._,:.~~ 

This posi.tj_on . ~5 to be dist:i.ngu1.shecl from the valid distinction, 

that there is a ~! (as against ,9;ntologica1) difference 

oet\-reen re:terenceto e~lJents-as·~involving-trttth on the one ~an9., --. . 
and to eiJ7<:lnts-.s~~b'::'?J?ec~~~~~~ on the other. 

In order t,; be -able to analyse 'VIick I s argU!.11ent in this 

connection, 1.-:e might first look briefly at his' distinction 

• • 1 II • ~ J-l: e ·one h_a!l.d 'O>"'_c1 bet"leen vlhat he calls t1empll'~Ca_ conccp'C5 Ou .... 1 - "'"' 

Vcanonicall! ones on the other" This is something which, as He 



ha'lle suggested, amounts to a disti!l.ctio:m. between first- and 

second-order terms. Wick expresses the distincti.-oh 8.S folloi'ls: 

' ..... the concept of a bacteriUm is an empii!ical. concept 

in a sense in ~'rhich the concept of (e.g.) anempiricaJ. 

sc,~ .. enc,e :1...6 not~, re ~ we '~d .. de,nt1'ify instances of the first 

7l 

by referri-'r1g back to instances that 1..re have met, hQ1.vever 

complicated the' procedure of identification and classi

fication may become. But to identify a scientist or 

an instance of scientj_fic inq-.rlry ••• r;lOuld have to be 

\.:.... carried out] in. relation to ';That I shall call a ,cano.n, 

rather than in relation to individuals previously 

observed ••• A scientist ••• is not recognisable as a 

scientist except by the canon of the sciencGo •• and the 

concept of this is not empirical in the usual sense~ 

It is, as 'ltre say, Honly an ideal!, the archetype of a 

kind of norm-regulated activity. VIe have to understand 

••• tithe scicnt:Ufic game ll •
9 

The distinction here, then~ ~ , . 
.J..;::>' bebree!ll"concepts 

e}::emplifj .. catioI1SI have empiriccll.1y ·veri.fia.b:I.e tl"'aits in common 

exemplifications have to be identif:Led by. eztra-empirical means" 

Fu.rthel' on, Hick says: 

I d •• while evel~ythj_ng in nature hap.pens accor<:ling to rtl~es i 

the activities characteristic of intelJ_igence i9.re aimed 

f - flO at be:.'Lng in accord. Hith th'3 concept:ion o· a ru.Le ••• 

That is to say, the activities llcharacteristic of int'211igencef~ 

t ' ., , '. "i • r. nose Sa1Q ~o exem~~~iy 



observe vlhat const1htutes behaviou.r in accordance with the canon 

. in: .que·stion, and ,'Ihatdocs not. This in turn would take Us 

back to the concept of observer-potential, discussed earlier 

(viz., pp. 51 ff.).. Th'9 distinction being made ·here by ~'fickf 

observable traits in common, a..'ld elements that can themselves 

observe lfhat sort of phenomenon \'i'ould accord v!ith §: given canon 

-- le.g., "Tho.t sort of behaviour would accord '-lith (to use a 

soml3\.,.-hat simplistic example) 'Always put up an umbrella in rainy 

.. leather I, and I'That would not. And this is tantamount to the 

distinction made earlj_er betldeen first- and second-order terms. 
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Having seen that Wick does observe such a distinction~ ·we 

sh8JLl no;-[ proceed to exam5_ne how he misuses it, in the :final 

analysis. 

To recur to the extrao·t; just quoted: here t tleverything in 

natu.re rl seemG to be cOlmj;erposed against lithe activit..ies charac-

tei'istic of· intelligence ll ,thus sUGgesting that the hlO are 

mutually exclusive. If this were not so, then the contrast wO'Lud 

-
be a vacuous one • Yet , as \'.Ji.ck himself concedes, the sense of the 

term 'oxpla.nation I varj_es 

* 

I!accord±ng as to i:ihether He are thinJ{ing of €,z~ 
. ..., 

activity as a process in tho context of other 
11 

natural processes--i.fhich \'.'e can alNctys dolf"-* 

._-----_._-_._---------_ .. _-------

};'s italics i.n oJ:'ig:L."1.~.J, 



or. as he puts it, 

focussing our attention on the specific 

characteristics it has as an intelligent 

t · 't 12 ac ·J.VJ. Y. 

This e::c:position seems to beinco·nsistent in a number 

of respects: 

i) intelligent behaviour, in spite of the earlier 

opposition to lIeverything in nature", is said to admit of 

being regar;ied in the context of·Hother" natural processes 

hence the implication that such behaviour is, after all, 

ii) But then, again, i'i; comes to be spoken of as having 

"specific characteristics" j and to regard j.t as havi.11g these 

h t · i.' • C arac erJ.svJ.cs:1S, at the same t:iJue, taken as being ~ ter.-

native. to' regarding it as a Ilnattcral process H • Nevex,theless 5 it 

might 'be asked~ if it really did have specific characteristics, 

then surely to regard it iJ.ncler -the llE;atural fl aspect, 

""'" not ha";'nC' -!'''OS0 (·'h~'l'··~c+e"'-; c·t-'cc' -- ''';0'''0.' not be an ".0 __ 11 _.L.!"t,) vJ..I.-.,. 1...;. ,;J,.,.:.<,;t-!.. c'~ '"" .. ~ _1.0 ...l... a, t...Ll.. 

alterna~t;ive5 but a E~iectiY2. 'day of looking at it'? 

S""" 0 J'T.l~ a ""te'1'O al"'l +.h_J.'Ol+ ';ntp.ll_';gent activity ... v.~p s ... g, d .• _ '..l.., w _v -'- _ .... 

.... 'ere outside of I~verythir.tg:i..n natu.re!r, then just where Hould 

it be? It is to be noticed that to say that intelligent 

activity is not part of i1nature!! is not simply 8. figu.rative 

'ftfay of spealdng: for it invo]_ves the position th2.t it is not. 

u.nder ",my circ1.L'1lSt2.ncE)s to be regarded. as Ilncd;·1.1..1,'al" ~ anc .. tha~ 
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th3re can be no alternative, i1sub. specie naturae~.l, "lay of referring 

tait. As we have alreacly s.een in c~onnect~on with 0 tShaughnessy 's 

paper, this is liable to lead us into a problem very like the 

classic one' of the' relation behreen God and the universe~. 

are to distinguish behleen TTintelligent" activities and 

"naturalll processes in accordance \'lith empirical criteria, or 
. . 

in accordance ''lith "canonicaJ.II ones " For thus far., at least, 

no third genre of criterion is in sight. 

Little analysis is needed to ShOl'T that we cannot 

consistently say that empirical criteria suffice to distinguish 

lIintelligent~l behaviour froo other sorts of behaviour, for 

ex ~yp...~t.hesi, the former is not empirically identifiable. So 

it 1'rould seem that 'de should havo to use flcanonical" criteria 

to distinguish "canonical!! behaviour. But even E-E:£ fB.cie.! 

there appears to be something circular -~. '.-rhether or not 

"viciously" -- abo1J.t using canons to determinc\'lhat sort of 

activity involves the application of canons, 

To look at thiS at somel-That more length before ·trying 

out a nevI focus to the pl'oblem as to hOl-j such terms as tfree-

agentt 01' 'intelligence' come to be applied. 

If intelligent activit~r i-Jere to be taken 2.S being 

associated i·iith 11specific charax~ceristics!!, B.S Hick B.soU.ines 

. t 1-..", th tl",".·-~.e '-J·O~1J.d. be cert.ain characterist~LcR' --. ~s '0 IJ_" en .'-' - , . 
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over ~ above other !:.E!lp~rical characteristics -- ~, Y.., and ~, 

say. Hence, "de shouJ.C}; (per i!lrposs=!;bile) say, for instance, 

'This activity has ~, ,:£, and E. .:!:E: .addition ,j;,~ ~, I, and E" and is 

thus an intelligent activity' in one breath. 

,,,,To borrovr fora vrhi.l.e thehacl<~TJ:eyed analogy (or 

conceit of the IIlanguage-ga.'11eH
, hm-.rever, the above positlii.~:m 

may then be seen to say that one can speak in terms of Tlintelli-

gence" ~ in terms of the various empirical concepts ~hin 

the sam~~anguage-gar:e.~. And this in turn \'1otl.ld be to say that 

the same set of rules should suffice to govern both the appli-

cation of empirical concepts, -- e.g., 2S, I, and E" -- and that 

of the concept of intelligence. HOI·rever, the following C011Si-

deration ShovlS that the same set of' rules C8.nnot be taJ:;:en to 

govern the application of the terlll iintel1igence t simultaneously 

with that of the various empirical concepts: 

The rules of the game viOuld have to include, ex 

hyuoi:ihe.si --..,..,--.-_._' 

i) rules as to ":hen to apply the enrpirical concepts in 

question; 

but tbey t-lould also have to include 

:5.i) rules as to vThen to apply the concept of intelligence" 

We have already tried to see that the concept of intelli-

gence j.n,701-v-es the factor of o'oservation-potential.. Thus the 

. rules of the hypothetical game \'lou.ld have to inclicate ',,{hen 



observation-potential. But observation-potential itself may 

be seen primarily a '" ., i:j., the potential to apply the rules of 

.the very "language-gameH in questiono For in.stance, to be 

able to tell when a decision (cf. pp. 51 ff., ~upr~) may be 

.. ' ~?:i.d t,o h3:ve h~'?nrE'a'1:i.8Ad~ -one ,should have to be a.ble to 

apply either empirical concepts-- i.e., follow the r~ues 

refe·rred to' under (i), -- and/or to apply tho concept of 

intelligence itself ~-i.e., to follo1:1 the rules referred to 

under (ii) •. 

Thus, the hypothetical set of rules in question, 

call it E, would have to define when someone may be said to be 

applying R itselfa And the possibility of this is of course . -
log:i..cally precluded .. 

Yet, at this point, it might still be contended that 

the rules governing the application of the concept of intelli-

gence need not il'lvolve a vicious self-rei'erencE~ 9 in so far as 

these rules need be recUl'f::.d_v:e only v;ith respect to another 

part of R --but not: ltii.th respect to themselves ~ Tbat i8! that 

they need 'on.ly refer to the r1..u.8s goyerning the application of 

~:Lri...9a~., concepts '1 such .that to be able to tell if something 

is intE)llisent, "je need only test '.lThether it has the ca.paz.ity 

to apply em:piriyal concepts~ But t·o this, it might 'oe said ......... . 

that, in order to be consiste-nt 1\-}"0 ShOl)~d never be in a 

position to tel]. 1.-ihen/lirhether t.o appl:)," the concept of intell:i.-

. -~- .-..--........ - - --~---"'--.- .. ".' .. -.. '-." . - . - ._----..... ,,,., 

7~· 



(sc., of intelligence). Nor Ylov~d "Gddel t s Theorem!! offer an 

exit from this impasse: but that is· something ',.,re have no cause 

to enter into here. 

In this connection, then, i.-Ie might conclude that to 

postulate "specific charactcristics t1 of intelligence vlo1.l.ld 

only involve us in a vicious self-reference -- as may be seen 

from the 1T1ang'J.age-ga.me II example. 

Selective··behaviourism --
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'The. concept of inteJ.ligence.,· then, together i'li-th. any other 

concept involving the factor of observation-potential, cannot 

consistently be associated "lith a specific phenomenon that is 

on a par Hith ::-.o.nd "additive to1l other phenomena. Thus we have 

yet to show hoi'! such terms Buch as ta.ction~ (i.e., 'vol'LLTlta.ry 

kinesis.) have come to be applied on an ostensibly non-relative 

(asopposed to egocent:d.c) basis. The OISha.ughnessian paradox 

of the exclusive unobservability of one IS mm actions, existing 
, 

simultaneousJ.y wi.th the (presumed) phenomenon of Hothers! 

, • II 
ac"t~ons The application of seconcl-::lrcler terms 

at large, it seems, cannot be geared to empirical factors on 

c.ny §~=!-m"ple. basis, su .. ch that it could be said 'tihi.ch specific 

empirical ch8.racteristics: a-re indicative of intelligence, anct 

vlr.d.ch are not, or such that tb.ese terms might be interpreted as 

refe:rring to phenomena over and above other' phenomena .. 

It might seem 'cha:t the foregoing section has not reall.y 

-.-~-.- ---~ - ---_._ .. -._--.-------- -... ~ - .. -.. ---.~.---~-------.~ 
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first-~. and second-order term.s. BU1~ by no1.'[, the follovrung points 

"also seem to suggest thenselves t viz.: 

a) l....rhatever, if anything, are 1~0 be re:garded as the specific 

characteristics of intell.i.gence must be vievled. as pertaining to 

fr,om those referred to 

by empirical terms, 

taken in conjunction with 

b) that, in so far as such characteristics are to b.e at all 

"realI', .in so -far as they are to have any -ontological basis at 

all, they must somehm-l belong 'iin nature ", alollgside less 

dubious empirical characteristics. For, as iile have seen, it \Vould 

not be tenable that tho specific characteri.stics associated \-lith 

I! can onica,.::q:. benaviQV,r 511ov.lc1 themselve.s oniy be idebtifiable 

±in accor.ctance Hith canons. 

The possibility thus suggests itself that these 

characteri.stics might consist of a ~:!2.~~:s:6f·· em;?ir:i.cal 

characteristics, no'o'he of 1.--Thieh "Tould s1.1.ffice alone to qualify 

the bearer as t:intelligentn. \\To shc(.ll now try to see vIlly such 

a viel'!, too, is untenable, a.nd eventually, that any attempt 

to gear the appl.ication of' second~or0_er terms to factors v[hioh fail. 

to ta};:e into account the judge fS m·m I~ -langl..lage (or more strict-

ly, the };imits efit) "lOv~d end in a logical debacle'4 

The sort of vieH l~efer:r'ed to in the foregoing paragraph 

is exemplified in particular by so-ca:Lled. Illogical behaviourismH 

not S p:t.i.J.GZ5 .. 3J1 
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it 'Vlhich selects certain complexes olf behaviour as being 
, " ". ~ -' . . - . ,. 

Hintel.ligentll, i.e. as being expressible in I:mental" terms, 

to the exclusion of other complexes of behaviour. It ,.;ill 

be seen that this position exemplifies the sort of tenet refer-

.or lTintelligence H is no longer geared to any particular empirical 

characteristic or simple sum of empirical charactermstics, but 

to a conste.nt concom.i.tance of certain characteristics -- e.g., 

A j..s said to be intelligent only if he/it manifests dispositional 

property ~ in the presence of factors d'":'f p., and 1, say, together 

l...rith dispositional property ~ in the presence of factors S, e, 
() 

and S, say" By fselective-behaviourisl'l1', then i "18 shall uncl.er-

stand the··viel'l that""c:e~,tnib·;;~ompl.~xes,. of behaviou.r. are uncon-

ditionally to be regarded as, !lintelligent:!, as again,st other· 

com.plexes of behavio'0.r .... rhieh are unconditionally tope rege_rded 

as IInon-,ir.telligent 11 , in so fe .. r. a.s they are seen to 'be defective 

\-Jith respect to certain dispositional propert:i.es e The term 

.selective 'J is to set the pos:ttion .... Je are considering apart from 

Spinozicm behaviourism, Hhich takes any piece of beho_'t1iour as 

being expressible in mental terms, or, for that matter, in 

terms of any ·of the i.nf:i.ni.te remaining attributes of God/ 

15 
Nature~ " 

\'ie shall nmf try in.~iefly to see t.hat that selective 

(as a.gains";; Spinozian.) behav.:Lourj.sll'. :Ls as much cOI!i.!l1itted to 

",. ~ ~. --.--.. ----.--. ----.,.,~ . ,- - --_. ------ --I 
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terms ~ plod, -- as any of the positions disc.ussed so far • 

. Now, if it involves a "catef;0ry-mis·l;.ake IT to spea...t,: of intelligence 

in the same terms as "Ide should speak of the empirical charac-

teristics that it ex ~pothesi involves, just as it "\IIould to 

elements, then intelligence/mind should anologously be related 

to non-illtel1.igent phenomena as a collection or complex to itsF 

elements at least to~ the following eA""tent, viz. that it should 

be specifiable t in the case of lIdcfective I' (non-intelligent) 

instances, precisely vlhat the defects are, and this vlithout 

resorting to "mental" terms 0 Hutatis mutandi6; vJith a co11ec-

tion t -- say, a stri.ng quartet (sc., the group) t -- ""'Ie should, 

given a def.ectivGcollection, -- say, a cellist and a violist, 

-- be.ablE!, .. to specify just irlhat is/are missing, (in this case, 

a pEdr ofviolj.n:Lsts), and this H~hou!!. rcferring.to the 

cable in torms other thanfstring-qy.artet')~.· Simile.rly, ,>lith 

complexes rather than co2lections, it shou.ld be specifiable--

non-circularly ~ -- hOtT the missing elements should be related 

to the elements already present. 

An a..l1alogous procedure, hovlever, is not apparent in 

the case of lIintelligent l! versus 1fnon-.intelligent Ii insta.nces 

of behavi.our Q For t as yet 7 the question has .yet to be ansHered 

as to irrhich errnirioal dispositional che.racteristics v.rou.ld go 
~ ... ,------
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in mental or second-order terms would simply c.onstitute an 

ignorat,i,o .elenchi. For if the problem cannot be ans'VTered. 

except in "mental!! or non-empirical terms, then strictly 

speaking, it cannot be ansv·rered at all. 

inaid.e. the vicious 
; .... 

circle .. ·lith a..1'l irreducible "mental fl or Tfcanonicalll precipitate. 

And this would be tantamount to taking "intelligenceH to be 

a phenomenon over and above other (empirical) phenomena -- the 

very thing from "'Thieh '-.fe are tryingto find. an exit. 

The empi:r:'ical basis of coli!J;guality 

.so far, then, the concept of intellie;enc.e, and i'Iith it, 

aJ~ second-order concepts ~ bIo.!?" have resisted being based 

consistently on.any·empirical grounds. Yet, in practice, the 

terms.tencL .. to be.apPJ.:Lpd with a fail~,degJ:'ee. of consistency --

even though, perhaps, no more'consi;stently than the sO-<r;alled 

. second-order terms:and. value ... teri11.5. d i,·lill gain' relevance in a 

later section. Hee.mrhlle, to recur to the way i.n which seconcl-

order terms are related to empirical factors: 

that, where A judges B to na.vo obse.rvation-potential, ! and £ - -
must have a certe.in degree of' col:i..ngui1.lity. NO~'lto track some 

of t.he consequences of this factor in relation to the (as yet 

unfOlmd.) empirical basis of second-crde:r terms ill 
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:i.n this regard has been. put 
. I 

f or;'Tard by Norman H81:e o.lm in 

'17_ 1 d f oth ·M'o'·~ 16 ;\'U,.I..Lovr . e ga 0 ." or Ul1l.'S 0 

Rere, Halcolm asserts that it woul6, make no sense to 

ascribe understanding to anything that does not have somethL"1g 

Sou.'1ds it makes. The significance of this pronotmcement \ve 

shall try to see a little later$ HeanHh:t1e, hO'vlever, it seeIns 

to invite at least t\v-o objections, viz •. : 

i) theat·tempt . to gear Hintelligence ll or "understandingll 

to a single empirical factor· (viz", that of the IIhuman··face-

or-boclyll) is suspect, as \1'0 shall try to indicate, in the 

following' counterexample: 

Ai1l0ng aut omD;!;e. 9 ... or ,:. more particularly, betNeen tvlO 

automata I,lith the same informQ.tion-receptio!l-~-tranSlnission 

capacity, the one vJ:lth humanoid f'eat'lu'e,g might, J;!imafac.ie, 

quaJ..ify as intelligent, but nvt the onG vrhichcannot j 1tlithout 
. 

a faJ? stretch of imagination, be s"d:cl to·· resemble a httman bei.ng 

physically.. Th1.w, on t'Ialcolm is injunction alone, vTithout any 

proviso in mitigation of it, to add a:ctificial limb-IDee 

structlU'es and OC1110icl headlights 'co a computer m5_sht suffice to 

trar...smute it into an intelligent individnal -- even l!ktle its 

capacity to comrm.:m,icate remains the S€t.illo. (Thus -vvhereas for-

marly it used to !I;r'eplyll verbally through a tra.'1.smitter, it might 

novr be made to comli1.l.micate i.ts cE1S\iie:cs, to the sarn.e range of 

t o ~" ,0 °tt"t 10
-"' 'I··· • '! !' d'·' ques ~(>ll$, ,JY gef3·';:U).'l.ng 1;.J:l, ~ ~ s '..L~m03· a!m' eyes', an "CHUB 



becomes ":i.ntelligent l !.) 

Such an interpretation of 'understanding I would seem 

incompatible with the usual sense· of the term • 

. . ) :l.J. In addition, Halcolm's criterion fails to take into· 

notions as to which computers may be said to have "something 

In 
like the human face or bodyrt Q . (. 

In spite of~these apparent defects in Malcolm1s 

cI'iterion, it might be relevant to try to see .vhat considera:-

tions might conceivably lead one to assume such a criterion. 

This we shall do in the folloHing sUb-section .. ' 

3e3.l. Ph;Zpical charact~ris!-ics of the jude;~ 

Halcolw.ts· ; ""r1.junction again:st applying the concept 

of understandi..llg to creatures ... ·jhic·~ have ostensibly nothing 

Ii-tee humanoid features might perhaps be analysed as fol.lows: 

Fa'ced "lrrith· such a crcatttre, which nevertheles's [I181<:es 

... "hat might initiall;.Y- pass for "L"1telligentll utterances; .ve 

might be led to question Hhether these atterances are, :Ln the .. '" '. . 

,!-nation, with the fUJ."1.ction of transm,ittin.8: informations O'[e 

mD..y aSSU1'Ue here the poi.nt made earlier -- viz 0, on pp. 51 ff ~ s 

-- that non-indioative uses of langu.age also in-Jolve abser.,. 

Information "IOula tin.'s Ol1ce again involye observation-
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or indirectly received; or, in the case of au~omatat the infor-

,;.mation transmitted by the automaton, if ltunderstood" by the 

human recipient, would amount to a piece of indirect (hearsay) 

observation.18 But as He have tried to see earlier, the expression 

of observations cannot. consistently be regarded (sc., within the 

same' level of discourse) as a phenomenon ~. ,!Specie naturae. 

Hence, it cannot, 'T,vithirt the same. framevwrk, be regarde.d as 

causally determined within the Ilnatural!l order. 

~OWt the2:.~soll-d te~~ of Hale.olm's criterion may also 

be seen to be based upon (inter alia) the pres1.:L'np.tion that _. ~ 
"intelligent" u.tterances -- i"e., primarily, utterances made 

by human beings, -- cannot be explained as eme.nating from 

natural causes. For He have already said that ~hin tJ:".Le salTIe 

frame of reference.,' a kinesis cannot be re'garcled a.s P.otl'}", t~e 

expl~essil.on .of an obser'vation (direct or indirect) nnd as 

givetl kinesis may be interpreted as. the-cxpression-.of-a:n.-
.. ' 

b ,. ( . 1 . , . '1 o r3ccyaL.:l.on or, sJ..mp y, as (:~n eXllI'eSs~o:n.t )--: ~s ·(;D.~:.:en tH:l 

having an =oncl~ tiona,!, anSi-ler, then ,-re should also have to say, 

to be consistent, that such a kinesis canon no condition be ex-

plained sub s'Pecie nat1..1.rae. Now, Malcolm.!s :position is that -_... ----_. 
utterances j.ss"Lung f!'om individtials Hith no identifiably 

anthropomoq)hic fcat"lt.res axe ~Ulcondit.ion2!.l~;x: to be regarded as 

non-intelligent" Hence it vmulcl f0110\'7 that such utterances. 



nomologically-indete~minable). For ~o .. re~.~ra. ·a. ~~sis as being 

nomologically indeterminable is in effect to renounce the causal-

deter~inistic, --i.e. the sub snecie natuxae-- fr~~e of reference: _ d ._ I:. 

and this in turn" at least upon the level on which '\tIe are at 

present discussing the issue t ilould be to assume, ipso facto, 

the freedom/intel.ligence frame of reference. 

Whether or not HaJ..colm took, these points explicitly 

into account is for the purpose irrelevant: what is relevant, 

hOVlever~ is that, given the agency~<?bservation distinction, 

the said posi.tion '1tlould follow ineluctably upon the presumption 

of an unc ondj_tional concept·· of intelligence or understanding. 

It might also be observed in this regard that, once one has made 

up one~t mind :to·;.preclude a certain class of kineses from t:te 

realm of "intelligentH phenomena, as Malcolm has done ,-lith 

respect to non-anthropomorphisable utterances 1 no empiricCl.l 

considel'ations cmD.d ""reigh as evidence against this IIExclusion 

:ljrincipleTf ; this may of com .... se be seen fror:1 the very fact that 

Ha,lcolm is injunctj_on i.s normative; it is a fiat (in the most 

negative sense possible of 'fiat'). But more sal:iont is·the 

fe.ct thai;, even if no causal la.~-is are lmo'l'Tn to account fox' such 

i..71-principle non-intelligent utterances, the implicit attitude 

of those in question i-lOtlld. be that such caueal lallts !E-~ ~re'~ 

he !5?.up..c1: they are tacitly 1flilling to extend indefinit!:::ly the 

tL'1l.G _it i.-ionld take for these tlutterances ll to proYc themselves 



a. given utterance~ is .. intelligent, one has =bY' that token 

renounced the attempt to account foJ:' it causal-deterministical-

ly.. This may be seen to be conseq1.1ent upon the agency-obser-

vation distinction --or more particularly, the distinction 

between causal determination 'and nomological determination. 

How this is related to the criterion that intelligent 

"utterances should issue only from entities with identifiably 

hUma..."1oid (physiognomical) features might perhaps be seen as 

1'0110",rs: 

It might be in order to prefa.ce this.a.'I1alysis ,6th the 

reminder that the argument immediately to be described is in 

facr fallacious: but then, Nalcolmts criterion is itself geared 

to a fallacy (see :Lnfra, ,;eassiJ.E) CI For, ur..J.ess '\iie expla.in the 

relation between the unconditional concept of intelligence 

and the "huJllan-feature" criterion as ,·re sho.11 try to do in a 

moment f i.t· "louldbe hara. to see hm'i' the criterion in question 
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could ever progre'ss beyond '~he status of a "suhject:i.:vef! expression 

of sympathy .for htunanoid entities o That is, ho," it could be 

taken as a univer.sal directive 
--,....-'.' .,~~.~~ 

as to hOH anyone at lari£..~ should 
", .. ' ", 

a.pply the concept in question, rather than simply as an ex-

pression of HalcoJ.m t s m-in lack of sym:pathy for entities itlhich 

do not seem to h:L"ll to be !1anthropomox·phisa.blel!o 

The fallaci.ous argument aJ.1uded to! then i is as fo1lo';"s: 

In the first insta.nc,,: t !!};::a.own-to-·be-:i.ntelli.gent fl ntte:ranc~s 

issue from humans: intelligent utterances 'Oar e.·xcellence are human ."-----------



utterances (the 'human' here being used only to refer to phy

sd.ognomy). In addition, these utterances are ex hypothesi 

not explicable', intlnaturalil : terms. Rence, by "lhat vlould 

seem to be ,an, extremely "leall: CB_se of induction (in so far as, it 

is b.as~d lS,ol.ely on the instance of, ?~:ntel1igent utterances bein.g 

found in conjunction 'Vlith human physiognomy) t it is concluded 

that only utterances issuing from a humanoid physiognomy \"iould' 

be in-principle-indeterminable-in-accordance-,'lith-natura1-

causes. , Hence, utterances (however intelligent they mIght ini

tially sound) from non-hv~anoid sources would be potentially 

determ~late ~~ interpretable ~ ~ecie nat~. That is to 

say t they ,,,ould not admit of being regarded as genuinely intel

ligent" 

As already mentioned, this arg-Qllent is a fallacious one. 

Why t:b..i,s is so ,'Jill be taken up in a subsequent section. But 

the flims5~n,~s3 of the argument is.::me..;.geS'ted even at> this stage 

by the we~Jless of, the implicit induction invol'Vod. 'He might 

also note in passing the tacit, 8.ssu.r.a.ption that "non-hv.man1T 

phencmena a:t.'e "n.aturaJ..", ",tS against "hv.man pherlomenaTt
, "iHhich 

adherents to Halcolmts princiIJle "[011.10. be .... lilling t.o regard as 

In. general terms, l'lalcolmfs criteri.on might be analysed 

as follQi<Js: 

lde should only be able to tell vihether an appal~ent, 

caS~i o:t an lIintel1:J .. gentY utt;c:{'f;1..:D,CLi' i.1:'; i'" real \.;"Lse of such::by 
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seeing whether it comes from genuine organs-of~comm~~ication. 

"And i'ihether a feature may be interpreted as an organ-of-

communication "Tould be a direct function of \-Tnether it looks 

like a human organ-of-communication. 

ltTe shaD" presently try to see that the attempt to gcar 

the application of a second-order term (viza, lunderstanding', 

i...'1 N8.lcmL.-u IS case) to the E,hysical •. - empirically verifiable--

characteristics of the judge, even though in HCl.lcolmfs case 

it is a ~allacious one, throws some much-needed light on our 

main problem c Meam'lhile, to look at the second ohjection --

viz o that judges (in the first instance, human judges) mi~ht 

di.l'£€>l" -.as to what may be saj_d to resemble htunan physiognomy. 

3.3.2. The element of s;Lmilarity; second-order tarrnG might 

involve value-te:rms 

It has briefly been pointed out that, in so far as 

Nalcolm's cr::i.terio~l involves detecting a similarity-betvleen ... ," .• -..-.-..... , ..... --.~.-"'~ ... "'~,. 

given, phenomena and the hwnan physiognomy~ the aprlicat:ion 

of (in Hc,J.colm ~ s case) the term 'understanding', -_. or, for 

that m8.ttel~s the a.pplicatj_orl of an~r ,secobd-orclel"- ~errJ, --

falls, once again, at the mercy of the individ.ual judge in-

volved. Here, .hmorever, the ,·my in ,'1hich t.he applica.tion of 

the terms is geared to the individual judge is different from 

the ifay in vihich it had been gee.red to it in the 
.-vase OI 

autono.mism.. There, it vwu.1d have been ~.ogicruoly impo3sible 

for any ·bro judges to conC1JX on the issue: hCl~e s by contro.st,. 
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if every jud.g~ ,co~cu:rred ;,rith every ,o~?:er ,8f! :t,.? what might be 

said. to be tlsimiJ.a.r fl to the phenomena in question, then the 

application of the terms might yet prOiJe consistent. But the 

consistency of their application nOi'r becomes a's arbitrary as in 

3.3.3. The element of similarit~: ()verlapping: applications 

l1a=!-coL1l's criterion, then, seems to merit re-anclysis, 

For one thing, the application of such terms as 'understanding' 

would. remai...'!), ;eotentialll inconsisten~ so long as such concepts 

as 'similarity', Ibearing-a-resemblance-to-X I t etc .. , ,remai...'!), 

Ilvalue-conceptsll " 

The element of similarity brings yet another problem 

into focus, viz., that, in so far as more than one phenomenon 
II 
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are involved where h1.unan "info.rmation-receiving-and-transmittingll ., 
features are concerned t there 11'lould in principle be oyerlap-

ping juclgements as to vlhat should be credited 'rlith observo.tion-

potential. 

For supposing that judge !::. (let us aSSUJ11e for the 

",,,,'re 0"" argwtlr->n J
- tl1"'.L "he .: S hum~ln) clu~1';f,,'~e~.::: non-h1't""'.1'1 B """"".. '.J. ,~ .v cd, ~".l.. _c..~ ~.J.. ..... ~ ~ .'-",---

(his pet poodle t say) as "intelligent!! in so far as ~ satisfies 

A IS criteria a.s to the resemblance to hUJilB.ll organs-of-

COJ1lll.1Ulication, "dth respect to !lintelligence--i...lldicating" 

featux-es ~, }?, and,£, out of vlhat !:. takes to be a total possible 

set of' four c, -and d .. 
.~ - vIe shaJ_l assume for the' s<J1ce 

of this particulcl.r aY'gl,unent that 2cJ~ hl;ur.ans -- ';,rho alJ_ gIve 
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the mutual impression of possessing all the possible organs-

. -
of-COnllll1inic ation , . concur as to what may be said to resemble 

any given feature c:md what may not. Then even so, discrepC'Jlcies 

may. be seen to emerge on the introduction of IIpartial s:i.milari-

ties'! -- i.e., on the admission of the possibility of granting 

! intelligence so long as he IDc.'Ulifests ~, but not all of 

'l.1ha'i;, to any given judgo, constitute the ,total possible set of 

communicative features. And this pc:>ssib:Uity is at least prim.2; 

faci2. adr.o.issible on the vague Halcolmian criterion of simi-

larity .. 

For, to recur to the mELD-and-dog example above, ~ 

would (accorcling to A, anc1. also, ~~E:.Y.}?oj;hesi, to ! fS fellow-

humans) qualify as "intelligent". But !.lOi';, in principle, 

~-l'Y.p'?thcs?:-intelligent indiv-idual ~ rlLi.ght, 'par! E::~~~ 

see himsel.f as having the total possible set of communicative 

feahu:~es't ~, E., E,., and !:. -~ the .£ being absent in ar~d un-

detec.table by A. And ~ might in turn qualify Q as being 

intelligent on the grounds of the latt.er' s manifestj_ng E" oS, 

and 2.0 Par,i -passn, C might proceed to qualify p-. as intelligent, 
---~- -

on the grounds of the J_D.tter· s manifesting .:£' ,£, 9:. and f, --

+- d . .,," ·t e "c.,~ J..n.IJ..nJ..Ui''U .. 

In so far as the features £.11 1?, ,£1 etc 0 are assumed to 

:i..nclude not only flinformati.on-t:r'a:::l3missive" features but 

given ju.dge m:Lght not o-~:J_y fa:i..J.. to irJ,:t:9rpret certa:i.n featu:r.es in 
, . -..... --~--
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another individual as being communicative (whether f1transmissivelyfl 

or "receptively"), but he might fail to obser~ them even on the 

phenomenal level, in so far as he (sc., the judge) might lack 

information-receiving feat.ure, E:-

advisable to use a single term, 'intelliGence', ttmderstanding t , 

or even 'observation-potential', to canvas all. possible features 

that might be "observed!' and "interpreted ff by any '!;intelligence" 

whatever. . (These itIords are i..'tl scare-quotes to indicate that 

they are provisional for that very reason.) For, in practice, 

they are geared solely to the hu~~-agency frame of reference o 

It \"Iould be VO.cueus for a human judge to apply the term 'intelli-

gence' to an hypothetic"a]. entity Hith no comr;mnicative-features 

in common ",ith hi..rnself. 

Even the term t commun:i..c8.tion t itself would be ambi-

guous, for as a rule, it is used ';lithin human language to 

• '-l-'.!..'\- .l.. ( d·.J- • J 1 ~ ) refer to someth:Lng tna.., e:Lv •. ler f;.l[3.Y .01' may novu.ncon\. :L"l.one. .. _y 

be said to be involved L~ a given kinesis or set of kineses. 

Yet, as ~'T(;; ho.va tried to i.ndicate both in connection 

with the distinction be1;vieen first- and second-order terms, 

and later in connection vri.th the extremoly fluid element of 

s-iroj 1 s.rlty 'i'ihich is liable to haunt any attempt to establish 

criteria of lIintelligence!7, lfuno.erstandingH , etc .. ; it i/Jotud 

be futj.le to evade the lOGiCal possibility of an infinit.e 

spectrum. of criteria for IlsGcond-ol'de:cH tel'.ms~ 



In the earlier connection, it had been suggested that 

'an incons~stency "lmu.d have been in'volveCl. in trying to gear 

soco.nd-order terms, such as 'intelligence', to the same sort 

of ontologice~ basis as empirical, or first-order terms. This 

application of second-order terms would not prove as solid --

if indeed any such criteria ever do st~face -- as those for 

the application of first-order terms. 

In connection \lith the factor of similarity, ,"Ie tried 

to e,ee hovl Em overlapping spectrum of such criteria might in 

principle be conceived. 

Hence f it \I[ould be loGically necessary to formulate 

a generalised fltheoreticaJY concept regarding the i-my in which 

seconcl-orde.r, terms come to be applied -- a concept that i:iould 

teke into accO'unt the vlf3:Y in ·whj.ch such terms are relative to 

the judge in. question~ Hence the notion of i\ -language e 

;l'1he' ",-'-~.I..,,~ 0'" ./\ _] -"'n'7uage 
t.._.-:=~t.:.::.=_'_.!._2:-\ __ "=.:J;?~_ 

The notion of {\ ·.langue_ge 1 ~~hen, is the generalised 

notion of ,,[hat, on a 1m-reI' 10g5.oal orde:c i --i"e~, within one 

l?.articulax:, frc;une ·of reference ('IThich happens to be the Hhuman" 

1\ -language) l,'iOuld be termed tcomn.l1.mication-limits', _.- or, 

perhaps better, tcommunication-matri.x t : i'or t ;\ -language f 

Uconnotes!l, as it \-1ere ~ not only the ~_~ but the ~ent 
I 

of the range in question. Hut the tex'm t f\ -If.mguage' l_s not 
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because 'coIDJ.'l1mication 1 is a second-order term i'lithin one 

·particular frame of reference (viz st a IThumanH frame of 

reference), vlhereas I A -language' is the genera.lised term 

corresponding to this, and hence higher up in the logical 

' .. b,:i..~l;~~u;'c·hy <II 

Pari .:e.ass1l;, it must be said that we should be chary 

about using rco&~vnication-matrLx/limits' (in that sense of 

it "1ith \'Thich i.vC sought to expl~.in the' notion of .A-language) 

in the same unqualified ,·ray as such correlative term:.3 as 

lintelligence'1 Ivoluntary', etc" tend normally to be u.sed. 

For, as ,'le have seen, the capacity to cOfr.lln1L'1.icate or 

observe cannot consistently be put on an empirical, "p"Llrely 
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factual", basis. Yet. the viay in I'Thioh second-order terms tend as 

a rule to be used has by no'tI Cl.cquired a quasi- , or pseudo

empirical be.sis t -- in much the same way as so-called Hvalue-termsl! 

tend to ha"ITe, sometimes~ been put on a quasi-01l1piritral basis, or, 

for that !!lCl.tte:F, e.G 'motion: and 'rest t :i.n· ceJ_esti.al mechanics 

had until fairly recently had a quasi- (or pseudo-) absolute 

basis. This quasi.-empi.ric2.1it.y, as we have tried to see, has 

been at the source of most if not all of the problems discussed 

so far. 

To take ! /\ -lanGuage t as simply Cl1l:other second-ol'cler 

term~ or as being on i:1. .par i'lith these, then, vl0uld be to be 

oblivious of the fact that the application of such terms varies 

according to the judge~ 
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The. term-' ... -l~guage t t on .the oth.er hand, is t admitted-

ly, a "mere theoretical construct lt : but it is one .... lhich has 

been log:i.cally necessitated by the problems discussed earlier. 

For this reason, it would be irrelevant to ask whether there 

are in fact -languages other than that 1f.re are familiar with. 

One thing for saying this 1f.'ould be that it is ~ !;.XE£!:hesi 

impossible to tes·c empirically whether there are /\ -languages 

other than one's own. 

Nor i'willd this be to lay the notion open to the same 

sort of objection as "'That the critics of Kant IS metaphysics 

(or, if preferred, the critics of the Critical philosophy) 

never tire of 1cye11ing against tho "noUInenonu , For ,'rhereas 

Kant had com.mitted the self-defeat.-ing gesture of decls.ring the 

noumenon ever unknci"fable by the huru.cUl intellect, the in-prin

ciple overlapping structure of the t, -language 'spectrum. leaves 

open the lldiaJ_cctical" (not in the Kanticm, but .more in ,the 

HeCe1ian, senGethis t:Lme) possibility of any' g::L'\ren judge ts 

1\ -language expanding J or altering, in time ~ Let us just 

try to renclel~ this a bit more pla'Lwible by recu.rri:ug to the 

e-;~am ~'l"" eM ·"on O'n "'...... 8g fJ."'" e" -r'_' "l_. e-J." A -~ w_ J:' ,~ 0- v -- .l:" J:''' , _ D._ ~ It is in principle acl-

mlssiblo that!:::. might have hi.s set of llinformation-receivingll 

fea.tu:res expended so as to t8J;:,e into account ~ fS Ilcomr.o.unication-

Here, an empiri.caJ. 8x2mple !:2. accessible -- viz .. ~ in the case 
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. ;P:¥9t~_cl_ 1I~9!i1p~cation-potential" in _Cl,ol~hins. 

This much, hov.;ever, has just been to stop the notion 

-sue from sotUlding either self-.defeating or um..;arrantedly 

Nonetheless, the fact remains that, even if it has 

necessary to try to sho~-J' illustratively that the postulation 

spectrum of A-languages iS,not inconsistent, it would not 

'.stified to ask to be sho~mt empirically, that at any give!.! 

there a~e, as a matter of fact~ A.-lfu~guages other than 

'udge/speal;:er'so,me 

For the raison-d'etre of our postulation of this notion 

-gica1, not empirical .. .And that the notion is logically 

i for may be seen a k~i~ri from the problems examined 

~;.cr on in our discussion -- from the problem of assuming 

Goluteconc.ept of determinacy to the problem of taking 

2:vation-potential l1 -involving t.erms to be on a par with 

-:i,C.8~ terms. 

Even 3.~ logical construct j, the notion introduced here 

still induce certa:i.n philosophiGal. qualms, just as the 

.1S of the various sorts of transfinite numbers have, and 

do, induce such qualms. But one \votud be hard put to 

that such notions a8 these are banlo.'u.pt notions in so far 

;]f':)y do not lend themselves very easily to empirical 

'Los e Thus to object to the notion of l'J 1\ -lctuguage!l 

'_~! grounds that, e .. g~, i,,,e could not possibly ma};:e sen.se of 

:tatement that amoebae mo.y be said .J.~ob,.) inteJ.ligent within 
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':: c' ':' .• ':' 1\ -lan.guage would be parallel to object:ing tOt e.g. 
~"~,""""'~"'" ..... 

:.r ',1/.,):0. of complex numbers on the grounds that '!tle sould 

! \.':::e to be intelligible the statement that I could pick 

"3htrays from the table .. 

yet "uncongenial!! .. ,"'." .., .... t 

.'e, constitutes no logical objection as such .. On the 

, the indications are that it \1ould -be profitless to 

7ade "relativisingfl such notions as freedom a.l1d deter·~ 

' .. 1 the one hand. and notions as absolute intelligence on 

.~ For to disregard. the judge IS .frame of reference 

. contexts 1'rould signa.:L a confusion o.f the logical 

-'.'1olved.. Some s1}"ch notion as that of A-language t 

., 'l:clJ?to be .c8J.led for in. the interest of consistency, 

, i :;pite of the fact that both the nomenclature and the 

'~on in the present discussion are e::;dremely tentative 0 

. IE: had observed ea:C"lie.r on .triat a relative conce'pt of 

:1.CY, geared to thejudgets cognitiv.e e,pparatus, had 

;.quely suggested by Kru;,t t s analysis of C8J_1Sality. 

not be too irreleVcmt to add to this that 6...1'J. even 

, '.rallel to the notion Cl.t issue is to be found in 

; concept of an a'ttribl.l.te of God/Nat1..lre?9 

j'or rela.ti 7'3 to 8.ny partie"alar in0.:i.vidue.]., modes of 

· . .nite nU!1fber of the infinity of God/Na-cu.re ~ s 

. bl l~O:r.' ",_11 .; 1" .. (1.,_' u-i,".' '''als "''''''e T_ -in-it e modes '0;; e.re perceJ_va e$ ,,-'-__ v-'-.~ c:w. -'---'-
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9Jl.y,j"n.~v,:::L,gJl.a.l !..m.ig1}t overlap \<litb., th.~se;t;, of Cl;ttrib1.l.tes whose 

modes are perceived by ~, but there is in principle an infinite 

spectrum of perceptible modes Dei-sive-Naturae attributorum. 

We might also add on this note that both in the case 

of Hick's Truth IS Debt to :B'reedom and in that of the Wittge!1..Btei-

nia.'Il conceit of the lang'uage-gam?, we have apt, if unintentional, 

expressions of the a.rbitrariness, involved in so-called language 

and lfintelligent phenomena" in general: l'fick in his description 

of "canonical!! concepts, 1'littgenstein in his implicitly vie"ring 

the participants in any particular language-g9..me as being en-

closed in some arbitrary game-circle, vis-2,-Y.,is others being 

enclosed in other (possibly overlapping) game-circles. 

For \ve have briefly tried to see that the ce,nons 

assumed by anyone rarty need not, in so far as they are mere 

canons, be assumed by the next party. 

And, more significantly" "ihich canons 'de are in the 

EEsition to 8.SS1.1.11\e in the first place 'ldould be geared to our 

/\ -language. That is, in Very loose terms, they HOlun be 

geared to th.e limits of our flobservationu • And i'ihat one takes 

ruled out, ~ facto, from the domain of ufreedom.", tlintelli-· 

gence n, and the like ~ Converl3el.y, what the judge has pre-opted 

t.o exclude from the enpirical-deterL1..i.nistic rea.lm ~·lOtlld 'be 

"-"'oe ;17'10' ~o q(],r1" .• it/ of bcino:: vie'decl as lIactivelyl! ca:Dable of - - - ~ 'l c-.,_." ~"- ~ 

trans'.l-r·j,".'tt-1nfl:. ";rlr.L'o"~'n,,+-ioT' ;l"'st"""~d of bo-inC? n'P8ssjvelvU determined • .1- ....... i • .,l .J-.• , ... .L r._, .. I'_. _.!., __ .I.' 'v'- -- -0 _ - - '"' 



by information a~"~acly acquired. 20 * 

* To the extent that the quantum physicist is regarded 

as being in-principle incapable of determining the position-

,"~-momentum of the particle t it is ftbecause" he vrould, in the 

process, be involved in ,observing his OvrIl act of observation, 

in so far as his "physical presence", inevitable so long as 

h~ observes, interacts vrith the particle (if one can speak of 

TIthe II particle). To go any fur"char than this ltlould t of course, 

be irrelevant. But this much might not be too out of place to 

ShOH that the in-principle-indeterminability-equals-freedom 

viev-l is not enp-angered by the Indeterminacy Principle. 21 
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CONCLUSION 

We have thus tried to see to what extent the classic 

posers of dete,rminism and·,the I!problem ofmindH may be seen 

as twin-aspects of the same problem, viz o that of the comple-

mentarity ,betvleen the deterministic mode of reference on the 

one hand and the "intelligent-agancyll mode of reference on the 

othero It might strike one as odd to speak. of lithe determi-

nistic mode of reference il : so it might be relevant to observe 

at tl1..is juncture that the fact that determinism constitutes 

something more, or something less, than an empirical tenet may 

be seon. a ]?rioFi from ,the follm'ring points 1 viz.: to say that; 

all evonts at large O.re determinable is clearly to make a 

meta"'empirical s·!;a.tement; in addition, empirical 'tenets shouJ.rJ. 

in principle not be permeable to inconsistencies 1 ~J'hereas, as 

'Vle ha~le tried to see, cleter'!ninism iin the La.placean serlse docs 

involve an inconsistency. 

Theus it has been suggested that voluntarism cmcL deter-

minism are related not so much as nmtually cont:-cadictory tenets 

-- for in a strict sense they do not constitute tenets at all, 

--as in a 'ltlay stwh as to be regarded as ,representative of 

t 'h I. ' • -1" ~ + .,.!.. ,-A" l;~. e same ·"J..ille, \',iG .nave .:;rlea ~O eXcUillne nm'T "ne 

problolTIJ.3 di.scussed in connection 'Nith the issues of determinism 
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and the problem of mind have necessitated. the Htheoretical 

constructionll of a generalised notion of ,·[hat, within our 

mm level of reference J ,.Ie term 'communication t. 

The ti'lO interl.ocking aspects of this enqui.ry, then, 

ooncerned: 

1) the logical disparity between first- and second-order 

terms, i.e. "mentallyll-re£erring terms on the one hand and 

Hordinary empirical terms" on the other. 

The distinct:i.on between mentally-referring predicates 

and non-mental predicates may not be a novel one to dra\'I' , but 

we hCl.ve tried to stress that the difference beti-J'een the two 

sorts of terms is primi.1.:r:Lly a difference in J.ogical hierCl.rchy 

hence the nomenc18.ture, ffj.rst- t 8.nd 1 second-order t • 

In the same conte:d::, \'le tried to show that the conse-

quences of this distinction were not compe.tible -1;lith ' .. That vIe have 

called "selective behaviourismll
, which, "lhile concE::ding the 

difference in log:tb~tl type bob-rcon me·ntaltermse.nd. non-menta]. 

ones 2 is commi.tted to the posi:l;i.on that some, but not all, events 

are expressible j.n mental t erms ~ 

b) Parallel to the above distincti.on vras the as:pect focussed 

on the problem of determinism: 

He began by trying to indicate that the determinacy of 

.... . e111env mUG\; in tho interest of consistency be regarded as being-

. ft· n cJ..-10n oJ:' t'--o J".J.-'2m"" of' 'J.'eference of tho :iucloc-c/ :1:11 ,S Or:lC way a . t •• , '-'-'- _. .l 1.", 0<._ v • -

spe2Jce2'" This i,;-aS iJ.luf?i:.ra.tec1 by the paradox of self-prediction" 

Md~AS1iR UNIV~RSITY blQRARYi 
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But i..r:hil:e' it' Vias apparent that the tenet of .the possi-

bility of self-prediction led tm certaiJJ. lOf,'ical difficulties, 

it was at least prima facie possible to regard others' actions 

under the natural aspect ~ \'le then went on to try to see that 

autonomism pure and. simple --i.e., the position that only oneYs 

own acts are to be 6egarded as "free" , is like1tlise untenable. 

For then vie should not be able to explain '~ihat might be termed 

the paradox of communication -- viz., that, if !:::. could predict 

the 'behaviour of his coling-ual, ;§, then! could (~ hypothes~l 

infor-mB of 13~ futuxe behaviour. And this. "lould be' tantamount - -
to }3'seli:teinO' in aocess to self-prediction. _ 0 

Rence 1.1"e concluq.ed that the region of events to be 

regarCl.ec1 as in-principle-inc1eterl!linable '\dould have to include the 

voluntary kineses of the judge is colinguals (or /\ -colingl1.al,s)--

i. e. a!1y kinesj_s interpreted as being vol.untary Ttlould .:!-.EE.£ facto 

he in-principj_e-indetcrminabJ.e by the sane judge,. 

That the determinacy of a kincsie is to be l'egardecl as 

relative to the judge f s frEune of reference, hot'lever, is to say 

in effBct that the.re are, in principle, at least hro possible 

frame·s of reference in this rega.rel. Anel to grant this would be 

to. grant ,that there are, in prj_nciple, cd:; least tl,·ro possible 

linguistico-epi.stemologic3.l spheres _.- i .. e., b,'iO possible 

l\ -langu.ages« 

Sl).ch notion ,O.6 that villi.ell 'He have termed here 'f\ -.language f $ .. 
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Hence the Iltheoretica.l constructionTl of the notion in 

question is, inter:~; an attempt to account simulta.."leously 

for the a.pparent con,sistency \'rith which second-order terms tend 

to be used in practice (colinguals 'dould concur on the issue as 

to 1,vh:3.t should be rege,rded'tmder the I1free-cum-intelligent" 
;",'\',1./'''1 .-,-,,-.. ',.,.: 

aspect), and for the falJ.acies which are consequent upon taldng 

such terms as 'intelligence' to "have a basis in nature" in the 

same way as do first-order terms. Thus second-order terms t'!ere 

finally said to have a range of application relative to the 

judge's A -language, instead of being relative me!'ely to the 

judgefs individual identity, a possibLlity initially discussed 

but subsequently dismissed, _ .. or of being such ths,t they 

could have a validity Viithout any specific,:rtion a.s to the 

judge's frame of reference. 

T 
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139 . Cf. p. 99, 10c. OJ,. 

C3. .. " 

llj·. Cf. pp. 46 ff .', infra. 

l~"b •. For this qualification, see Chapter II, 

Actions, pp. 61 ff. 
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15b. But see Chapter III,passim. 
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17. Ibid.. 
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18.: In spite of its glaring fall.acy, this argument 
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the beha'viol.lr of neu.rons could be Ilscientifically predicted" 

in acc6rdance "'[ith differential equations, say, affect the 

argument against self-prediction? 'i,[e should still say it 

v:ould not, for there is no translatj.on/transformation 

possible. between the stat:Lstico-ri10chanical description Cl.nd 

the Itmental!1 one of the IIsame u ki.ncGeSe 

19. But"even here g it is pro"tlematj.cHhether 

'particle i is to be underistood on the s1.1b-atomic level, or 

on the molecul;:;1.I', i.e. statistico-mcch2.nicG.l, 0118 9 --
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the latt.er alone being relev8.:n-c to the determinacy of the brain's 

behaviour • 
, ,; =1 .. 

SeeE" .,;Scnroca.nger, 

19b~ For an exemplification of IIsoft-doterminisml1, 
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Cf. the dis cus sion of s elf-prediction, pp. 7 .t:'.~ .1..1.., 
supra. 

1.1). In so f ar as 'tie ma.y s pea.1{ of 'detection'. But 

cf. Chapter III, infr~, p a s.3_:i..l"!l . 

ie. Cf. Stra\'ISOl1'S lip_ II and IlH_1! terms . Cf. also 

discussion of i1ick IS ~ru.th ' s pebt to Free dom, pp. 67 ff., 

infra . But we use t he t er ms , ' firs t - o ~de rl and ' se cond

Or0.0r', to s tress their differ enc e in the logical hi e r archy. 

3. Cf. Chapt e r 111 pp . 73 ff~t and Chapte r III, 

.P.E.~ .'?.~~' hO'>le v er, a s to \Jhy oth8rs ' actions d o not adnit of 
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4. Loc. cit., l) ~ 97. 
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p <JJ'ticuL~rs " Cf 0 Ch2'.pt.e r I I I , infr c.1 . ---, 
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, 1 ' ,.1. 1 ,. . L • : I viei"T t hLct hUlll::UlS ",Te , 2.f t :::r 2 . .1.. $ a. oSO.Ll.l" e._y more · '~_=!::!"!'_ ::_!"l. " 
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seems der~,yc;'pl?, ~);~o_z;t the .causal s.e,n§e,. of, t:n~ ,.term; .. one determines 

. (= decides) to do something "lhen on,e looks forVlard to causaJ~y

determining the traL'1. of eT,"Gnts in the region o~ the prospective 

lTactfl, hence, to causally-determine, or fix or rea.lise the 

kinesis in question. 

9. It might be noted that ·there is, hOi-lever, no 

question as to the identity of nintelligent agents U ~ 

and above that of entities (in particular, macroscopic phy

sical entities) in general. But there is no room here to 

give an extended analysis of this .:Lssue. 

10. 'Observe' is in scare-quotes since it "'Jill be 

seen that there is a disparity in usage between llobs.ervingtl 

something expressible in first-order terms and llobserYingff 

an obseryation., 

110 Cf. Section 2 .. 4 • .0~ra.~ 

12 •. Bri.an OfShaugp,nessy, 10c. cit., pp. 169 ff. 

13.. Ope cit .. , p. 172. 

131:>. Ibid. 
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~limef in Studi~:!:.£....~yh~:i.:..=!:5?,~1?hy o~~E:.ought and -€:ction, 

ed. P •. F. strawson, Oxfords 1961.1-. Pp. J.75 ff.. 

1.5. Ibi.d. 
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~ 'r • 'I .!-..:r.·cts e r. c11~i..i·~S in the the occurrence 0:;: • p1.tr:pos.:u.ve' ar II..!...L d , .. 6 to ... '- J. , 

universe cannot l)e acco'u:nted for sub s-pe.cie n;,].ttu"'ae. -,-....... -~.---. ~--........ -- But 

this aJ.so seems to sug'gest tho.t vrhether or not such !Ioccurrences!l 

cctn be deemed. to aJ_ tel" the natl.lral order- ca.nnot con,sistently 

be expressea i in 130 fe.r as this ,!Ould involve fOl'm1..11 .. ::;,ting the 



relation betvreen .lrpurposivel! factors and natural ones. 

17. Cf. also F.' Geach, 9po cit. 

l7b. W. Wick t Truth's Debt to Freedom;, in ~f 

Vol LXXIII, 1.964. p1'. 527 ffo 

18. Cfogection 2.7.,., 1'1'. 61.ff., infra, and. Ch. III, 
pas s,i£.n,; .. 

CRIl.PTER III 

1.- vi. ~'lick, 01'. cit. 

2. B. O'ShaughnessY1 op .. cit. Also see d:iscussion 

of this in Chapter II, ~~. 

3. For 0 !Shaughnessy does speak of tJaction~f as if it 

had a consistent a_1'plicEttion~ and there are indications that· 

he takes all actions at large to be. "irlorld-altering lf • 

!j·o VJe say the tw'O theses are antithetical, in so far 
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as il'iick'spos=i-tion ,s.eems to trGat the apparent anomaly of !!intel

ligent11 .action asunconditione,l, uhereas .0 ~Shaughl1essy seems at 

least .. c1,imly.avJal'e. that the anomaly is geared to the aSyrJ:Unetry 

in focu,s betitreen the agent of the so-called l1:L1'l.tellisentll act 

on the one;", hand- ancl 11 ext er:!:1'8::V I. observers on the other.. Cf. also: 

discussion of O'Shaughnessy's paper, ~§:::.. 

5. Op • cit., p" 536. 

6. Ibid. 

Ibid., p. 

'lb. Ibid., p. 

8. Te~e, e. g. , 
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ViEM. (IIO"bjec;ti.ve li aspect,,) 

b) !::. serious~;y saicl, ~I believe ther'ets a unico]:'l1 in 

my gctrden. t ( tr Objectll aspect.) 
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Both sentences "taL~ about!! the sarr;e .event -- viz_9 ~'s 

pp.ining as he did, but (a) ",",ould, at least prima facie be in the 

"object-languCi.ge H
, ~'lhils~ (b) would be! more obviously 1 in the 

meta-language 0 On more f,nalysis, (a) 1tTould, in fal3:t, be said to 

be in the metal~~guage as well, but still the disparity between 

the hlO cases is apparent. 
I 

9. Ibid., p. 52~. 

10 II Ibiel., p. 5$6 .. ,; 

11. Ibid., p. 530. 

12. Ibid., p. 5~O. 

13. CJ:> 
.L. footnot~ 9 to Chapter II, E.£.nra. 

14. Fo.r a voluni1;ary kLnesis is one that !lsqu.:u-es 1.dthl! 

one's expectations: and the concept of an e:r:pectation of an 

observa.bJ.e state of affairs 1'JouJ.d not be intelligible i·iithout 

the cobcept of nhaving-an··em:pirical-concept ". 

158 Cf. Spinoza~ ;g;..t?-i~, Ps. II, I-'rop. XIII! scha~. 
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16. N. Hale olm, in Ehilo.s orE;r.y"~!Ii~, e d • 

V.C. Chappell $ Nev-i Jersey, 1966 A 
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19. Cf. Spinoza, loco cit~ 

20. Cf. especia lly, N. Polanyi, Pe~o_na+ KnOi·r1 ed~t 

London, 1958, passim. 

21. But it might just be endcngered by the position 

that det e r mina cy i s a n ins ignific 3.nt notion exc ept when inter-

preted .::. .s st. r,tif;ticQ-me chanica l pl'o1,) ;tbility. Th0re \iould be 

no room to t a.ke this into a ccount he re f hOHever. 
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